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Guests at Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Camp-Resort in Quarryville, Pa., enjoy water facilities designed by Wizard Works. Photo courtesy Wizard Works Product Development.

PUBLISHER’S CORNER

By Sherman Goldenberg

Sending Campers into the (Phone) ‘Twilight Zone’
A few weeks back, I called a company I’d done business with for
years, a very professional firm in most every way that had always had
somebody personally and efficiently answer their phones with a courteous greeting and a swift hand-off to the individual I was trying to reach.
Then last week, I called the same number — only to confront a modern dilemma that all of us face on occasion when a company with which
we’re familiar decides to take an automated, state-of-the-art approach
to telephone communications and put a robotic answering device between itself and the public.
Again, we’ve all been there before — to a place full of anonymous
pre-recorded phone prompts and faceless, dead-end voicemails not unlike that mysterious dimension about which screenwriter and producer
Rod Serling warned us all years ago in his epic 1960’s science fiction TV series: “The Twilight Zone.”
“Thank you for calling XYZ Inc.,” a crackling pre-recorded voice starts out.
“Please listen carefully as our options have changed.”
“If you know the extension that you’re trying to reach, please press #1.
“Press #2 for dial-by-name directory…”
With apologies to all those too young to remember Serling’s TV show, my point is largely the same as
that expressed in this issue by Peter Pelland of Pelland Advertising, David Berg of Red Apple Campground and, in a way, Gary and Vicki Cole of the Shelby/Mansfield KOA regarding the absolute, goldplated priority of solid, personal contact that all of us in private business should recognize in most
everything we do — whether it’s over the phone or in person at your front desk or out at the campsite.
It’s not rocket science — even in the off-season.
“Callers should expect to reach your voicemail during off-hours and on weekends,” said Pelland.
“What callers do not want to sense is a lack of response, whether that is an unanswered phone, a nonreassuring outgoing message or a phone that is answered in a non-professional manner. It is essential for
the business phone number to forward directly to either the owner or manager of a campground — and
that the call be either immediately answered or returned within minutes.”
Berg, a board member of the Maine Campground Owners Association (MECOA), expressed a similar view. “Get call forwarding or an answering service,” said Berg. “Hire more staff if you need to. But
make sure that someone is picking up the phone when someone calls your business. There is nothing
worse than no answer.”
And, by all means, there’s nothing worse in my view than purchasing a phone system that sends callers
into “The Twilight Zone” with an annoying litany of prompts that frustrate customers — and send them
to your competitor down the road. WCM
www.woodallscm.com
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27 Parks Join Growing
Tents For Troops Program
Tents for Troops (T4T), the program
started by campground owner Charlie
Curry in 2010 that offers free camping to
active U.S. military members, is nearing 300
parks natonwide as more campgrounds join
the popular endeavor.
In January and February, more than two dozen
parks signed up to participate, including:
• Hartland Lake Marie Campground, W. Va.
• Hoquiam RV Park, Wash.
• Benton RV Park, Mont.
• J&J RV Park, W. Va.
• Cooters Cabins & Camping, W. Va.
• Sacajawea Inn & RV Park, Idaho
• Fans of Sycamore Springs, Ind.
• Paradise Island RV Park, Ala.
• Abrams Creek Lodge & Family Campground, Va.
• Logan landing RV & Cabin Resort, Ala.
• Wallace Hotel & RV Park, Idaho
• Rawlins KOA, Wyo.
• 711 Ranch, Colo.
• Washington Valley RV Park, Okla.
• Lake Aire RV Park & Campground, S. C.
• Oak Creek Campground Walton, Ky.
• Cowboys with Toys Off Road Adventure
Park, Talihina, Okla.
• Hunts lodge Motorcycle Club & Campground, Tenn.
• Clear Creek Station, Idaho
• Birdsong Resort Marina & Campground,
Tenn.
• Mountain Glen RV Park, Tenn.
• Tennessee Hills Campground, Tenn.
• Ewing Park Campground & RV Park,
Texas
• Silver Derby Campground & RV Park,
Alaska
• Piney River Escape RV Park, Tenn.
• Lakefront RV Park, Wash.
• Washita Valley RV Park, Okla.
For more information, call (360) 274-7915,
or visit tentsfortroops.org. WCM

Winter RV Show Report Offers Plenty of Good
News For The Campground and RV Marketplace

The Florida RV Trade Association (FRVTA) reported record attendance and “brisk sales” for
participating dealers and suppliers at the Florida RV SuperShow. According to FRVTA Executive Director Lance Wilson, 56,953 RV enthusiasts passed through the gates at the Florida
State Fairgrounds in Tampa for “public days” at the Jan.15-19 event.

‘Attendance has been great,’ said Scott Tuttle,
president of Livin’ Lite RV in Wakarusa, Ind. ‘If
the retail shows at the beginning of the year really start out strong, it’s usually a great indicator
for the rest of the summer.’
Parents pushing kids in strollers. Families
walking through and looking at RVs. And
yes, plenty of Baby Boomers looking at purchasing their first RV or trading in their old
one for something new.
That scene was being repeated over and
over again in crowded exhibition hallways
across the country as the RV selling season

got into full swing. And if the crowds at
major winter RV shows are any indication,
2014 looks to be another strong year for
RV sales.
“Attendance has been great,” said Scott
Tuttle, president of Livin’ Lite RV in
Wakarusa, Ind., which was acquired by Thor
Industries Inc. in August of 2013. “If the retail

shows at the beginning of the year really
start out strong, it’s usually a great indicator
for the rest of the summer. Many people that
go to these shows are shopping and then
they end up buying in the spring and the
summer. Sales at shows are great, but you
are really setting up your dealership for the
whole year.”
Bob Martin, president and CEO of
Elkhart-based Thor is also encouraged by
the early show numbers. “Starting in January, we had great shows in Tampa and
Cleveland,” said Martin. “We look at buying
signs and trends for the industry. Those
were some great early signs and the backWinter RV Shows – continued on page 24

Red Rover Adds Toll-Free Phone Cruise Inn Named ‘One of the Most
Service to Reservations System Innovative Concepts’ In Hospitality
Red Rover Camping decided to provide
prospective campers with a way to reach
participating campgrounds by telephone.
Robert Bouse, Red Rover “top dog,”
said the company continues to evolve as
it grows “and, in keeping with our belief
and motto of being a campground and
camper’s best friend, we have changed
our original philosophy of not placing the
campground phone number on our web
site. The obvious reason we were not
placing the phone number on the site was
that if a Rover calls a campground directly
and makes a reservation, then Red Rover
makes no revenue, as there is only a
charge for those that book online from inventory an affiliated Red Rover campground puts into the system.”
To get around that, Red Rover will have
an 800 number for people to call, and each
campground will have a unique code.
When callers call the number, they’ll be
asked for the code and an operator will
connect the caller to the desired campground.
When the campground gets a call from
the system, the person answering the
phone will need to answer that they’ll accept the call before the prospective
camper is connected. There’s no cost to
the campground, Bouse said.
WOODALLSCM.com

‘What sets Cruise Inn apart from the others is it provides
consistent, high-quality facilities at a reasonable price for
travelers,” hospitality industry veteran Roger Bloss told
attendees at the American Lodging Investment Summit

Red Rover’s Robert Bouse talks to a park operator during a convention in 2013.

“We only ask that campground owners
go to RedRoverCamping.com, select
‘Claim Your Campground’ and advise your
front desk to accept calls from Red Rover
Camping.” Bouse added.
By claiming your campground, Red
Rover will provide you with access to your
webpage on Red Rover Camping which will
allow you to add pictures and provide/correct information. All of this is free with no
fee, no contracts, and no obligation. WCM

Newly launched Cruise Inn RV
Parks was recently recognized as one of
the most innovative and new concepts in
the hospitality industry during the
American Lodging Investment Summit
(ALIS), held Jan. 27-29 in Los Angeles.
With more than 2,500 attendees, ALIS is
the leading and largest hotel investment
conference in the world.
Introduced in November 2013, Cruise
Inn, led by President/CEO and hotel
industry veteran Scott Anderson, provides membership opportunities to RV
park and campground owners and developers. Cruise Inn is focused on offering
key benefits to its members, including
low fees, a simple contract, no penalties,
a voice and vote in all brand initiatives,
member-directed standards and brand
policies, innovative technology, PRS
training, distribution marketing, worldwide sales and marketing, comprehensive support and a brand powered by
trusted industry resources.
In addition, Cruise Inn supports its

Scott Anderson, President & CEO, Cruise Inn

members with a highly qualified team
who provide sales and marketing support. The team will ensure consistent implementation of standards, logos,
policies and procedures. Members will
benefit from delivered training programs
and annual visits to ensure standards are
Cruise Inn – continued on page 25
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Jellystone Park Operators Prepare for Rand McNally Debuts New RV
Season With New Training Sessions Navigation Device, RV GPS App
Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Resort
managers and staff are preparing for the
2014 travel season by attending a series of
specialized training sessions covering
everything from recreation programs to social networking, energy recycling and retail
store operations, according to company
representatives.
Milford, Ohio-based Leisure Systems Inc.
(LSI), which oversees the franchise, is providing training sessions in conjunction with
its two spring meetings, scheduled for Feb. 25
in Covington, Ky. and March 4 at the North
Texas Jellystone Park in Burleson, Texas.
The spring meetings include seminars on
social networking, metrics programs, and
the options available to reduce electricity
consumption and recycle electricity. The energy seminars will also provide overviews of
wind and solar power-generating systems,
an analysis of potential energy savings,
and the options available to campground
operators.
In addition to the spring meetings, LSI
also offered franchisees its annual Certified
Pool Operators (CPO) Course, CARE program and new leadership course from Feb.
26 – 27 at the Embassy Suites in Covington.
The pool training will include in-depth instruction on filtration, water testing and
treatment, disinfection, design considerations, risk management, facility troubleshooting and management as well as hot
tub and spa operations. The course is taught
by Mike Howard, vice president and general manager at Coney Island Amusement
Park in Cincinnati.
The leadership training program included
a course on interviewing, selecting and orienting new employees by Annis Howard
Davis, a specialist in improving workplace
performance and productivity.
LSI’s CARE program is a specialized recreational and entertainment training program
for owners and employees of Jellystone
Parks that includes sessions on recreation
resources, how to staff recreation programs
and how to create rainy day programs.
Jellystone Park owners and operators

from across the country also recently gathered in Covington, Ky. for four days’ worth of
management training.
“It covered the whole gamut of operations,” said Kelly Jones, LSI’s director of
franchisee development.
LSI’s Certification and Management Program (C.A.M.P.) training is offered every
January for both new and existing franchise
operations as well as companies that have
recently acquired Jellystone Park locations,
the latest being Grandville, Mich.-based
Northgate Holdings LLC and Southfield,
Mich.-based Sun Communities. This year it
took place Jan. 20-23.
LSI requires its franchisees to complete
C.A.M.P. training sessions, including anyone
hired as a new manager of a Jellystone
Park. “We also open it up to people that
parks have in a management track for extra
training,” Jones said of the training.
Topics included franchisor-franchisee
relationships and support; park inspections;
proper use of Yogi Bear art in signage,
brochures, websites and other promotional
materials; costume care and usage; creative
local marketing;
human
resources;
harassment
training; customer service;
business planning; and camp
store operations.
The C.A.M.P.
training sessions are proDean Crawford
vided by senior
LSI staff members, including Andy and Jane Eaton, directors of franchise operations; Sheila Isaac,
vice president of retail operations; Dean
Crawford, executive vice president; Michele
Wisher, director of marketing; and Jones.
All training is free for Jellystone Park franchisees, except the CPO course, which
charges $150 to cover materials. WCM

Report: U.S. Economy Should
See More Growth in 2014

Pelland Advertising Launches New
Website for New York’s Copake KOA

The U.S. economy is headed for
stronger growth in 2014 that will
steadily chip away at the unemployment rate, top economists predict in
a largely optimistic USA TODAY
quarterly survey.
The jobless rate, which dipped to
a five-year low of 6.6% in January,
will fall to 6.3% by the end of the
year, their median forecast indicates.
Job gains, which averaged 194,000
a month last year, will reach a
monthly average of 200,000 this year,
they predict. Employers added
113,000 jobs in January, well under
many economists’ forecasts, the government reported.
The economy got off to a slow
start in January as a result of financial turmoil in emerging markets, a
stomach-churning drop in stock
prices and extreme winter weather
that kept many shoppers at home.
But the economists surveyed expect
growth to accelerate after a weak first
quarter, reaching a solid 2.8% rate for
the year. WCM
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Pelland Advertising and The Map
Squad managed to
knock one out of the
park when they designed a new website for Copake
Kampgrounds
of
America (KOA), New
York state’s first KOA
Holiday-branded
campground.
The Reinard Family — who began
working with Pelland
Advertising when
they owned and operated a previous
campground in Cooperstown — owns
the campground.
Weeks after its launch, the new site
won “Best Website” from Campground
Owners of New York (CONY) during the
association’s 50th Annual Exposition for
the Outdoor Hospitality Industry.
According to Cathy Reinard, “As part
of our park’s conversion to a KOA Holiday
Campground, we wanted a complete

RV GPS app

Spokesmen for Skokie, Ill.-based Rand
McNally, “the country's most trusted
source for maps, navigation, and travel content,” have been focused at this winter’s distributor shows on the GPS devices their
company markets to the RVing and trucking sectors. Rand McNally is also spreading
the word about updates to its RV GPS app,
the first such iOS application for an
iPad designed for navigating recreational
vehicles.
Rand McNally’s space-age RV GPS app
routing takes into account roads, bridges
and tunnel restrictions for propane — onboard as well as RV-prohibited roads.
“We do two models, a 5-inch and a 7inch RV Navigation Device (RVND),” explained Dean Gershenson, a Rand
McNally sales director based in Chesterfield, Mo. “It’s a GPS, and we do two for
trucking. Truckers and RVers have the same
problem — the type and weight restrictions
of their vehicles. A regular phone app doesn’t do any of that. If I’m using a phone app
and I’m driving a large vehicle, I can get
stuck under a low bridge or end up in a little town where they’re going to give me a
$500 ticket because I weigh too much.
“Also included are RV type-friendly locations, places you can get your RV fixed
and points of interest,” Gershenson continued. “And it’s got a trip guide so I can plan
trips in any state and it tells me all the
places to go in that state — national parks,
places that allow pets, fishing holes, campgrounds, Walmarts, all that stuff.”

website redesign that would showcase
our new designation. Pelland Advertising
has designed many advertisements and
brochures for us over the years, and we
are thrilled with our first website venture
with them. We chose them to design our
website because we wanted a whole
new look, plus the ability for the website
to respond to our customers’ variety of
viewing devices. Computer, tablet or
phone users all get a perfect view every
time.” WCM

Meanwhile, app updates available to all
current users enable drivers to choose between primary and alternate routes and to
search for local information. RV enthusiasts
can monitor real-time diesel and gas fuel
prices, while fuel prices and fuel stop icons
can be shown on the map and in list format
and are viewable by brand, price or distance
to location. And fuel logs can calculate fuel
economy for any given route.
New integrated local searches locate
points of interest using a keyword search
such as ‘burger’ or by category or business
name. Once a location is found, the app displays a description, address, and phone
number and, with one tap, an RV-specific
route to that location.
Along with accessing new speed limit
info, Rand McNally’s app now enables RV

RVND 7715LM

motorists to compare routes and view an
updated U.S. and Canadian road map including 52,000 changes impacting RV routing, points of interest, overnight parking,
dealer and repair locations, rest areas with
RV-friendly parking, dump stations and RVfriendly travel centers — not to mention
17,000 new roadside attractions and Rand
McNally's “Best of the Road” finalist towns.
“We have made a huge business out of
this, so much so that Garmin and Magellan
have come into this,” said Gershenson.
“They are the two largest (competitors). I
used to be director of sales for Magellan.
We’ve (Rand McNally) been in the mapmaking business for 156 years, so we know
this stuff better than anybody. As a result,
we’re No. 1 in this market.” WCM

Survey: RVers Shunning
Yellow Pages In Droves
RV retailers and other businesses in the
recreation vehicle industry that still advertise in their local telephone directory may
want to reconsider doing so.
According to a survey in early 2014
conducted by RVtravel.com, more than
80% of the 1,100 RVers who responded
reported they use a yellow pages-type telephone directory much less than 10 years
ago. A total of 40% reported they never
use such a directory any more.
A mere 11% said they use the directories as much as or more than 10 years ago.
One reader, who identified herself only
as Joy, offered an insight into why some
RVers still use the directories. “Living in a
small town, not all of the local merchants
have an online presence,” she wrote.
“Google may be all you need in the city,
but out here not so much.”
RVtravel.com has been conducting
weekly surveys of its readers for more
than 10 years. They reveal a wealth of information about recreational vehicle enthusiasts and their behavior, said Editor
Chuck Woodbury. Survey results can be
found at the RVtravel.com website. WCM
Woodall’s Campground Management
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Disney’s ‘Monster’-Sized Fort Wilderness Texas City Extends Moratorium On RV Parks
RV Park Harkens Back to Yesteryear

The 799 campsites at Fort Wilderness
are priced by size and amenities, though
all are sizable. This is a full hookup site.

Have you ever stayed at an RV park that
was one mile from end to end? That would
be one king-sized park, right? Well, there
is such a place, and I bet it’s the largest RV
park in the world. It’s called Fort Wilderness and is located in Orlando, Fla. — part
of Disney World.
I explored it in January and I am here to
report that it is a monster RV park (I mean
that in a good way) — 740 acres — the size
of 560 football fields. Shuttle buses run
through the park all day and night to transport campers from place to place. The only
car parking, with a few exceptions, is at individual campsites. A lot of campers bring
electric golf carts to get around. Others rent
them.
The park has 799 campsites and 408
one-bedroom log cabins. It’s situated in a
forest of pine and small, plant-like palm
trees (I believe they are called Palmettos).
Now that’s a weird combination to anyone
from the West, where pine trees and palm
trees don’t usually go together.
The cabins, stores, restaurants and other
structures all look like log cabins. Fort
Wilderness reminded me of the federal
campgrounds where I camped as a kid —
the ones built by the Civilian Conservation

Corps (CCC) back in the 1930s. Disney is
good at creating fake things that look like
the real thing. Main Street Disneyland or
Disney World are examples — each with a
traditional main street from years ago,
where old folks will be reminded of their
past and where kids can see what shopping
was like before malls and Walmart. Ditto
Fort Wilderness: It really looks like the real
thing from yesteryear. It’s a beautiful setting
and, as all things Disney, it’s clean as a
whistle.
Fort Wilderness is a family place more
than for snowbirds and retirees who want
to park, socialize and play pickleball. There
are four miles of hiking trails and four
miles of canals (rent a kayak or canoe).
There are bicycle and boat rentals (on a
Disney-made lake) and an archery range.
You can fish for bass (catch-and-release).
Kids can ride ponies; adults can ride
horses. All the horses that “work” at Disney World spend their evenings at the corral at Fort Wilderness; walk by their corrals
and meet them.
There also are two rustic gift shops and
a huge restaurant with bar and, at an Old
West-style theater, visitors can enjoy a
Fort Wilderness – continued on page 24

As the oil boom explodes around neighboring cities and rent prices begin to soar in San
Angelo, Texas, the demand for RV parks is on
the rise. In order to combat the wild cropping
up of man camps citywide, the city enacted a
90-day man camp moratorium in November
of last year to allow time to hash out ordinances governing the construction of temporary living parks, San Angelo Live reported.
A.J. Fawver, interim director of development services, presented an update to the San
Angelo city council in February on the
progress made thus far on ordinances, and
noted the need for the extension.
“In order to have the final ordinances enacted by the end of the moratorium period,
those would have had to be introduced by the
beginning of the year,” Fawver said. “The committee has had some substantial progress … I
would venture to say that we are probably 90%
of the way complete for these ordinances.”

Fawver said that in the past, RV parks were
mostly used as holiday spots, but that growth
over the past few years has seen an increase in
demand for the locations as temporary living
establishments. The city’s objective in implementing the moratorium, Fawver said, was to
set up comprehensive regulations for controlled growth.
“We have some things in the ordinance that
address those (mobile home and RV park standards), but not very completely, which is part
of the reason for the moratorium,” she said.
“So we’re kind of updating them and then
we’re looking at potentially adding some new
sections that would address putting existing
parts and any new parts that would come in
under the same set of guidelines, because that’s
one of the problems right now … they were all
authorized under different ordinances, and we
have some that we can’t even find evidence of
ever having been approved.” WCM

North Texas Jellystone Adding
$1M In Waterpark Equipment
The owners and operators of North Texas
Jellystone Park’s highly successful Pirate’s
Cove waterpark are planning to expand the
attraction with nearly $1 million worth of new
features designed to appeal to teens.
“We’re hoping to have the expansion
completed by May 1,” said General Manager
Steve Stafford, who noted that the park near
Burleson also plans to boost its summertime
workforce with 50 additional seasonal employees, who will handle everything from
maintenance and food service to working as
lifeguards.
The new Pirate’s Cove attractions will include a 60-foot tall kamikaze slide that provides a nearly vertical slide as well as a
60-foot tall “fast track” with six side-by-side
lanes that provide a 350-foot-long slide. The
park is also installing two 40-foot-tall
corkscrew slides that dump into a swimming
pool as well as a paintball play area and a
new food court.

Other new features will include a 700foot-long lazy river with zero-entry lagoons
and a stage area for concerts and “dive-in”
movies, which can be seen from a swimming
pool.
Pirate’s Cove opened in May 2012 as the
first waterpark in the Burleson area. The
26,000-square-foot park was initially built
with seven waterslides plus interactive features, including a pirate-themed structure, a
floating lily pad, a ropewalk and an activity
pool. Pirate’s Cove also has a 13,500-squarefoot family entertainment center called Pirate’s Cove Fun Zone, which includes a
28-foot climbing structure, mini bowling,
laser tag, a froghopper ride and more than
40 interactive and arcade games.
Stafford said Pirate’s Cove has been a
major draw for the North Texas Jellystone
Park, which includes 235 campsites as well as
34 cabins and 24 park model cottages. WCM

Manufacturers of Quality Recreation FUNniture

www.ParkEquipment.com
1-800-376-7897
2061 Sulphur Springs Rd
Morristown, TN 37813
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INSITES

New RV Industry Trends in Motorcoaches, Software
David
Gorin
As I write this column in mid-February, we’re slightly more than halfway
through the winter — and a tough winter’s it’s been, certainly, for the middle
and northern tiers of the country. However, for the southern tier across California, Arizona, Texas and Florida it’s
been pretty good — not great, but better
than up north. So with an unusual winter weather-wise, what’s new in the park
and RV business?
Class A's Coming Off the Floor?
Sales of motorhomes of all types
were, as you well know, devastated during the 2007-’10 recession; Class A motorhomes hit the floor in 2009 with
sales of just 5,900 units. But these units
appear to be making a comeback, and
sales have increased annually; in 2013,
they hit 19,054 units. This number
amounts to approximately 6.7% of all
RV sales.
Can Class A’s continue to make a
comeback in 2014 and beyond? In
1999, the peak year for Class A unit
sales, these motorhomes were 15.4% of
the total RV market. Will the industry
reach that Class A penetration any time
soon?
That’s an important question for resort owners. The impact of the decline
of Class A unit sales seemed for some
time to have affected site sales in Class
A motorcoach-only resorts and the development of new Class A-only resorts.
Judging from anecdotal information
gathered at the recent Tampa Super

Show, the Class A-only resorts seem to
be making a comeback.
If RV sales continue their march upward in the next few years, sales of
Class A’s will likely also continue to
trend upward in terms of numbers,
if not in terms of percentage of RV
sales. Will the increase in sales lead
to a further resurgence of Class A-only
resorts?
From my point of view, I don’t see a
need for many new motorcoach-only resorts, at least until all of the current inventory is absorbed, and it appears
there’s a way to go in that direction. And
from a development point of view, going
Class A-only certainly narrows the consumer market. With new luxury Class
C’s and fifth-wheels, the luxury RV park
market can continue to grow while
serving the upscale luxury RV segment
without limiting itself to just Class A’s.
Reservation System Choices Expanding
Of late, I’ve noticed two trends
around the park business — more and
more park owners wondering how to
best select a property management and
reservation system, and more companies apparently entering the park property-management and reservation
software business. This comes as no
surprise as the park industry generally
seems to be in the midst of a growth
spurt and when business increases, new
entrants are expected at all levels and in
all business segments.
The latest entrants — The Flybook,
Front Desk Anywhere, RV Spotfinder,
Go USA Camping and RMS North
America — are best characterized by
their new market approach, their background in related markets (such as
hotels, B&Bs, outdoor activities), their
younger, cutting-edge teams and
their stretch into the outdoor hospitality business. I expect you’ll hear a lot

about these companies in the coming
months.
The industry stalwarts — Campground Manager/Bookyoursite.com,
Campground Automation/Sunrise,
Digital Res International, Leisure Interactive/Hercules, Reserve America,
Cottonwood Software/Campground
Master, Vestivo RV/Reservation Management Solutions Inc. — generally
have a solid footprint in the park industry by virtue of their longevity in the
market. These are well-respected companies that have a long record of supporting the park industry and ARVC
and are into both the public and private
campground sectors.
The up-and-comers — Campground
Connections, Open Book, Webrez
Pro, Campworks and Centrum Systems — are generally newcomers to the
park business, but have strong backgrounds and roots in technology and
hospitality. Expect these folks to make
noise in the coming years.
With this variety of choices, how do
you select a system for your park?
Selecting a system is a time-consuming and tedious job that starts with park
ownership and management doing an
honest and deep assessment of what they
want a technology system to provide.
This entails carefully analyzing the
park’s current business strategies, marketing, advertising, pricing, reservation
practices and policies, activities, retail
and rental operations, accounting practices and information needs. And then
(easier said than done) matching this
analysis to the available systems.
Cost is always a factor and the systems vary widely in how they charge for
services. The more “bells and whistles,”
the higher the cost is likely to be. The
more basic the system, the more basic
the cost will be.
If you are just starting out in the

Unique Pacific Yurts

generate revenue!

process of selecting a property management system or reservation system
or both, this might be an area where a
consultant could be helpful, depending
on your own level of knowledge and
comfort with technology and park
business. If you are thinking of switching from one system to another, here,
too, a consultant may be helpful in
working through the options and
screening the park management from
some very capable sales people. You
don’t necessarily want to be sold on
a system; you want to make your
judgments based on needs and your
assessment and not on a friendly
salesperson.
Use the list of companies mentioned
above to start your search on the Internet. Each has a website and that’s always
a good place to start to familiarize yourself with the products and services. And
as with everything else these days, remember to check consumer reviews,
talk to colleague park owners and seek
out testimonials.
Good luck in your search.
David Gorin is the former president of
ARVC and is the principal of David Gorin
Associates LLC and president of the on-hold
Best Parks in America. Contact him at:
david@davidgorinassociates.com. WCM

Famed Connecticut Park
Adding New Campground
For the first time in 168 years, visitors to the country’s oldest continuously operating amusement park
won't have to drive off after the rides
shut down. As reported by the Hartford Courant, Lake Compounce in
Bristol, Conn., this summer plans to
open Bear Creek Campground, a mix
of tent sites, RV sites and fully furnished cabins.
The 15-acre campground has been
carved out of woods alongside Lake
Compounce's parking lot, so campers
can walk or take a golf cart-style tram
back and forth from the rides and
water park. The idea is a way to offer
families a variety of ways to stay at the
park for two, three or more days without having to book hotel rooms, park
managers said.
“We’re hoping to appeal to everyone out there from advanced campers
to families who want to get together
for a long weekend in a cabin,”
said Sara Frias, the park’s marketing
director.
When Bear Creek opens, there will
be a range of facilities for people with
varying budgets and different levels
of interest in camping, park managers
reported. WCM

Call today for a brochure:

1.800.944.0240

www.yurts.com
Cottage Grove, Oregon
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MODERN MARKETING

‘Spring Cleaning’ Includes Email Subscriber Lists
Evanne
Schmarder
It’s that time of year again — park
owners and operators across the land
have begun spring cleaning. Sweeping
away cobwebs, organizing supplies and
giving a good once over to recreation
equipment are all obvious and important steps in the run-up to the summer
camping season. Less obvious? Spring
cleaning your email subscriber list:
pruning the inactive, planning to provide more value to loyal readers.
What’s that? You’ve worked hard attracting subscribers and you intend to
keep every single one of them? I hate
to tell you this, but if a subscriber never
opens your email, you are not only
spinning your wheels and wasting your
marketing dollars but also skewing
your statistics and possibly hurting
your relationship with your email service provider. After all, if your email is
never received — either delivered or
opened — then your message is not
being heard. You might as well stand on
a tree stump and shout your news into
a dark and empty forest.

‘List Hygiene’ How-To’s
The ultimate goal of cleaning your
email subscriber list — otherwise

known as “list hygiene” — is to identify
those subscribers who are interested in
receiving and interacting with your
emails, demonstrated by taking some
type of action such as “opens” and
“click-throughs,” with the ultimate
goal of conversion. Fortunately for
those of you using an email service
provider (ESP) such as Constant Contact, Emma or Mail Chimp, hard
bounces — emails undeliverable because an address is not valid — are automatically removed.
That leaves us to consider the value
of emailing subscribers who no longer
find benefit in our communications for
whatever reason — they’ve sold their
camper, they’ve moved, they’ve been ill
or they simply are not interested in
your product or service anymore. No
action is being taken. The truth is, they
are no longer your customer or
prospect. These addresses are inactive,
adding unnecessary cost to your program as well serving up inaccurate data
on return on investment and campaign
efficacy.
Use the following steps to clean your
list and increase your email marketing
success:
• Determine when a subscriber becomes “inactive.” Based upon your
“send” schedule, if a subscriber has not
interacted with your messages in six to
nine months, I would consider them inactive. Choose a specific timeframe as
your business’ benchmark that you can
refer back to at every list cleanse.
• Segment “active” and “inactive”

subscribers, creating a list for each.
Begin thinking of the active subscribers
as your best prospects.
• Send an email to your inactive list
with a call-to-action subject line. I recently saw this one and thought it quite
clever: “Open this email if you EVER
want to hear from us again.”
• Move the inactive subscribers who
opened the call-to-action missive to the
active list.
• Send one more last chance email to
the inactive list and repeat step above.
Now, here comes the hard part:
• Remove the inactive subscribers —
those who did not respond to either of
your call-to-action emails. Yes, all of
them. Depending on the age of your list
this may be a substantial number. If
your ESP charges you based upon list
size, you may see a decrease in your
monthly fee.
• Then, develop a strong content
plan to provide relevant and timely
messages to your newly fit-andtrimmed subscriber list. Send your
emails on a regular basis and watch
your metrics skyrocket. And that
makes sense. Sending to 1,000 email
addresses that are eager to open your
message is much more targeted and effective than sending to a couple thousand and trying to figure out what’s not
working based upon low analytics.
• Add this important piece of marketing maintenance to your marketing
plan, using your timeframe benchmark
as a guide. Review your list twice a year
to keep it in excellent working order.

General Email Best Practices
In addition to cleaning your email list
twice a year, take advantage of double
opt-ins for people subscribing to your
email list. This means that in addition to
the original subscription form, they will
be required to click on a confirmation
link that is delivered to their email inbox
in order to activate their subscription.
And please don’t hide your “unsubscribe” button. Many ESPs give you an
option to put it in the top header position of your email. You might also want
to add a short blurb reminding them that
they are receiving your message because
they subscribed to your list.
Lastly, customize your “subscribe”
and “unsubscribe” forms. If you are not
sure where to find this or how to do so,
ask your ESP.
Even after all these years, email marketing continues to be the workhorse
of online marketing. Couple the power
of serving up a relevant and timely
message with your customer or
prospect’s interest and this tried-andtrue digital marketing technique has
the potential to pay off big. Talk about
making a clean break!
Evanne Schmarder is the principal at
Roadabode Productions. She conducts digital marketing/social media diagnostics
and tune-ups, develops content strategy
and marketing plans, is the co-author of
“Unconventional Wisdom Works,” and
takes extreme pleasure in raising the profile of the outdoor recreation industry.
Contact her at evanne@roadabode.com or
(702) 460-9863. WCM

RV Resort Gets
Prehistoric Neighbors
Six life-size dinosaurs arrived in
Henderson, La., next to an RV park in
February, according to the Lafayette
Advertiser.
They are new residents of Prehistoric Park, which developer Lee Venable is building inside a 14-acre forest
next to his RV resort, Cajun Palms.
Venable stands about 6 feet tall, and
the baby T-Rex he unveiled when introducing his project towered over him.
Soon, 24 more dinosaurs — five with
moving robotic heads and arms — will
join him. They are awaiting clearance
from customs in the Port of Los Angeles.
Venable said he hopes the dinosaurs
will soon be settled into their new
home, and he plans to open the park to
the public in the spring.
As visitors follow the winding path
into Prehistoric Park, they will see a
nest full of baby raptors breaking out of
their eggs. Around another corner,
there will be an apatosaurus taller than
a three-story housejutting his head
above a thicket of trees.
“I want this park to be fun but also
educational; my goal is to gather an
advisory board of paleontologists,
science teachers, elementary school
principals and get their help in writing
guided tours of the park,” Venable
explained. WCM
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ON CAMPGROUNDS

Louisiana Park Makes a Nice Base for Crawfish Season
highways and bridges here and they were
all closed.”
Nonetheless, she reported, business
Reports from
over
the winter looks to be good and the
the field:
park is looking forward to a slew of reservations. “We’re just waiting for the people
Bob Ashley
to come in,” Bevon said.
Calloway RV, situated on 25 acres, features a six-acre unstocked fishing lake
where anglers can haul in perch, bass and
Spring was beginning to blossom in
catfish. Also luring fishermen are nearby
mid-February at Calloway RV and
Lake Pontchartrain and Lake Maurtpas
Campground in Hammond, La.
where fish, shrimp and crabs can be had.
“The crawfish season is starting now,”
Calloway RV draws heavily from travsaid Louisiana native Stephanie Bevon,
elers on Interstate 12, an east/west thorwho has managed the 75-site park for
oughfare that runs between Baton Rouge
four years.
and Slidell.
Although
with
Mardi Gras in New
Orleans still a little
over two weeks away
at press time, Bevon
said she didn’t expect
that to boost business
much.
“We don't pull
people going to New
Orleans for Mardi
Gras where people
like to drink,” she
said. “They don’t
want to be driving 40
Calloway RV’s family atmosphere and amenities draw in a number of miles when they are
done partying for the
Canadian visitors, and the easy access to fishing doesn’t hurt.
night.
“We get the people at other times of
Located about 40 miles equidistant
the year who are interested in a city like
from New Orleans and Baton Rouge,
New Orleans that has a lot of history and
Calloway RV, owned by Glenda Calwho love to eat,” she said. Baton Rouge
loway, “is country living with the city
with its southern plantations also is an atnearby,” Bevon said.
traction.
While Bevon said business has been
Calloway RV also draws a good numgreat, it wasn’t a good winter in eastern
ber of Canadian visitors. “I do have a lot
Louisiana.
of them come down,” Bevon said.
“We had a lot of rain in the winter and
While Mardi Gras isn’t a draw, anwe had an ice storm three weeks ago that
tiquing in Hammond is. And there are
shut down the state for three days,” she
other area festivals that celebrate such
said in mid-February. “We are all elevated





North of New Orleans and east of Baton Rouge, La., Calloway RV and Campground in Hammond
draws in Interstate travelers, owner Glenda Calloway said.

things during the year as oysters, Italian
heritage, strawberries, barbecue and
blues, and those all serve as attractions for
visiting RVers.
“If you spit, we have a festival for it,”
Bevon said. “Festivals are a big thing
around here. A lot of them are about a
30-minute drive.”
In addition to RV sites, Calloway RV
also has half-a-dozen one- and two-bedroom cabins, a children’s playground, pool
with concession stand and a mini-golf
course that will be rehabbed this year. “It’s
not open right now,” Bevon said.
Calloway RV also has a dog park. “I
think the dog park is more of a meeting
area than around the office,” Bevon said.
“You see all the people out there talking
and all the children running around.”
She said she’s proud that Calloway RV
has a family atmosphere. “People who live
here, everybody chips in,” she said.
*****
In Crystal Beach, Texas, on the Bolivar
Peninsula, the winter was among the
coldest in many years according to Barbara Daniels, office manager of Paula’s
Vineyard RV Resort.
Nonetheless, in mid-February, the
30-site park with three rental park
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models was expecting an influx of spring
breakers.
“We’re not full right now, but we will
be within the next two weeks,” Daniels
said. “The rentals do very well most of the
time, and particularly then. And Mardi
Gras is coming too.”
The park, 14 miles from Galveston,
was developed in 2008 after Hurricane
Ike devastated the area.
Even with temperatures that have
dipped below freezing on occasion, occupancy hasn’t been affected, Daniels said.
*****
Like other parts of the Golden State, El
Centro, Calif., has been bone dry this
winter.
“We’ve not had any rain at all,” said
Linda Kirkpatrick, manager of Sunbeam Lake RV Resort, a 317-site park
situated in California's Imperial Valley 90
miles east of San Diego.
Nonetheless, warm southern-California temperatures have kept the park busy
all winter.
“Business is really good,” said Kirkpatrick. “We are full. We’ve been turning
people away, which is what we usually
have to do in the winter.”
A new pickleball court recently was
added to the park and the kitchen was remodeled and made larger.
Although in a desert area where temperatures can be higher than 110 degrees
in the summer, the park has plenty of
grass and palm trees.
“We’re open year-round, but it gets
pretty hot here in the summer,” Kirkpatrick said.
Kirkpatrick said that while there are no
specific plans, there are discussions about
expanding.
“We’re hoping that the county will approve us putting in some new sites,”
Daniels said. “We don’t know how that
will go.”
RVBusiness Senior Editor Bob Ashley is
a Central Indiana-based freelance writer/
editor and a 25-year newspaper veteran who
has focused on the RV industry and national
recreation issues for the past 19 years. He
received the 2013 “Distinguished Service in
RV Journalism” award from the Recreation
Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA). WCM

AMISH-BUILT QUALITY CABINS
www.amishcabincompany.com
Five models delivered assembled
and ready to use, modular approved, heated/cooled/insulated,
architect-designed to international
residential codes, 606-922-8401
Woodall’s Campground Management
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GUEST VIEW

‘Old School’ Practices Still Reign With Phone Calls
Peter
Pelland
We all tend to think that technology
makes life easier, believing that it can
simplify the task of generating a new
stream of business. While there is some
truth to that idea, the fact is that the most
effective technologies require a commitment of both time and “old-school” business principles. If you are a small
business owner, the time that must be invested is quite likely to be your own.
The Internet is often seen as a technological panacea with respect to the harvest of a new base of customers. For
campgrounds, the entire online process
is typically funneled toward online reservations — the e-commerce component of
the hospitality industries. Unfortunately,
many people still buy into the “if you
build it, they will come” concept that was
the mantra of the 1989 fantasy-drama
film, Field of Dreams. Things are not that
simple in real life, and the reservation
process rarely flies on autopilot.
In many instances, prospective online
customers have pre-purchase questions
that must be answered prior to making
their decisions. These inquiries are almost always going to involve either email
or a phone call, with the customer expecting a prompt response (in the case of
email) or an immediate response (in the
case of a phone call).
For campgrounds in the northern
states and Canada, winter is the off-season when owners are operating with
skeleton staffs and simply trying to pay
their utility bills and mortgages. Others
are more fortunate and are able to vacation when their parks are closed for the

season. This is perfectly understandable
in either case; however, the off-season is
the prime time for campers to make reservations for the upcoming season, and it is
also the time when you, as a campground
owner or manager, are likely to have the
least number of interruptions competing for
your attention.
If somebody is determined to camp
exclusively at your park, they may be
more patient in awaiting a response to an
immediate question — but a camper who
is seeking a park in your local area may
very well be contacting you and several
of your competitors. Being the first to respond is the equivalent of getting your

business to appear on the first page of
Google or Bing search results.
If you are away from the office or away
on vacation, either make arrangements to
access and respond to your e-mails or
delegate that responsibility to a trusted
employee. Never use an auto-responder,
which simply encourages the recipient to
look elsewhere. Try to use personalized
templates that will streamline the response process and that will minimize
the number of back-and-forth e-mails
that must be exchanged.
Next, check to ensure that the sender
name on your e-mails is clear and intuitive to the recipient — and it should in-

clude the name of your business. I am
amazed at how many emails arrive in my
inbox identified solely by vague sender
names such as ‘info,’ ‘reservations,’ ‘office’
or some other generic term. If a customer
has contacted several parks, ensure that
he or she can immediately identify the
source of your response.
Finally, your e-mails should always
include a “signature” that includes the
full range of alternate contact information — including your mailing address,
phone number(s), and social media
addresses.
As you may be aware, at some point in
2014 the typical website will see the
scales tip as more
than 50% of online
traffic will involve
users of mobile
devices. Internet
users, in general,
are characteristically short on patience — and users
of mobile devices
carry the need for
speed to a whole
new level. Anything that interferes
with a smooth
process can effectively become a roadblock. Typical hindrances (in the eyes of your potential
online customers) include:
• A slow or unresponsive website.
• Content that is not easily viewed on
a mobile display.
• An overly complex process, including non-essential questions.
• Lack of information. For example,
what is the price of a site? What are the
check-in and check-out times? Is wi-fi
available?
• Lack of social reinforcement. Provide testimonials or links to review sites
that will help to assure new customers.
To overcome last-minute obstacles,

provide your online visitors with one or
more alternate means of contact. Online
chat is great, as long as you have somebody available to respond at any given
time — and keep in mind that the single
most important alternative is a telephone
number. According to a recent Google
AdWords report, 70% of users of mobile
devices are likely to “click to call” either
prior to or rather than completing an online purchase — and this statistic equally
applies to online reservations at campgrounds. A smartphone user may be
ready to make a reservation but would
prefer to do so on the phone rather than
fumbling through an online process.
Know, too, that according to online industry statistics from SeeWhy, an average of only 3% of first-time website
visitors finalize a purchase, with 72%
bailing out before hitting the ‘submit’
button. In other words, it could be a long
wait before your next phone call, so you
need to make each call count!
Of course, callers should expect to
reach your voicemail during off-hours
and on weekends. What callers do not
want to sense is a lack of response,
whether that is an unanswered phone, a
non-reassuring outgoing message or a
phone that is answered in an unprofessional manner. It is essential for the business phone number to forward directly
to either the owner or manager of a
campground — and that the call be either immediately answered or returned
within minutes. Do not include an alternate phone number “for a faster response” in your outgoing message. If
another number will reach you more directly, forward the call to that number
rather than expecting the caller to write
down that number and then place a second call. That second call is unlikely to
be made.
When attempting to make the most of
e-commerce, online reservations or any
other buying process, the bottom line is
for you to put yourself in the shoes of the
person at the other end of the transaction. When the transaction involves the
Internet — and mobile devices in particular — be aware that the process is timecritical and do everything possible to
respond accordingly.
Peter Pelland is the CEO of Pelland Advertising, which serves the family camping
industry and specializes in website development, social media content and print
advertising production. Peter also is the
founder of the Campground Success project and is co-author of Unconventional
Wisdom Works — 25 Marketing Strategies to Build Your Outdoor Recreation
Business Today. Learn more about Pelland
Advertising at www.pelland.com. WCM
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Three Themes to Remember in Today’s Recreational
Equipment Trends: Water, Miniature Golf and Jumping

Multi-level water play structures like this one, installed by Wizard Works Product Development at a Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Camp-Resort, are one way RV park
and campground owners are trying to up the quality of guest experiences.

‘I’ve talked to many campground owners after the installation of their splash
pads and they just say their numbers are through the roof,’ said Rain Deck’s
Ryan Vaughn. ‘And they seem to get a lot of value out of the fact that their
guests can simply feel safe in letting their kids go out the door without having
to sit by their side at the pool.’
When it comes to recreation equipment,
there’s really three basic themes for RV park
and campground operators to remember
when they consider expanding their recreational offerings to the camping public, according to Gary Wakerley, owner of
Jumping Pillows LLC and developer of the
new Kangaroo Jumper.
“If you want to be serious about it,” said
Wakerly, based in Sevierville, Tenn., “you’ve
got to look to the big three — water, miniature golf and jumping.”
But while “the big three” should be
deeply rooted in every park operator’s
mind, of course, the game is always changing — and campground owners nationwide
are noticing an array of innovative trends,
even within these same categories.
Although standard pools are certainly
still a major attraction, for instance, ameni-

ties such as splash pads and pool climbing
walls are making big inroads in the campground arena.
Miniature golf has moved from traditional concrete courses to portable, prefabricated designs with infinite features and, in
some cases, indoor applications with ambient blacklighting.
Add to that the emergence of outdoor
fitness and dog-park equipment, as well as
pedal go-karts and jumping pillows, and
park operators’ options for upgrading and
expanding their facilities are more varied —
and creative — than ever before.
Water Play Facilities, Splash
Pads, More Popular than Ever
Splash pads have existed in the commercial and municipal setting for decades and
have, in turn, gained momentum in the

Imagine Being 10 Years Old
With a Prime Foam Machine

Kids play in the foam spewing out of the
Prime Party Foam Machine at Merry
Mac Campground.
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Aside from playgrounds and pools,
campground owners find significant value
in providing a variety of other on-site activities to entertain guests. Not only does this
create a community environment for your
campers, but organized outdoor activities
also engage guests of all ages, encouraging
them to come back to the park year after
year and experience the fun.
Dawn Rehwinkel, CPO of Merry Mac’s
Campground in Merrimac, Wis. lives by the
motto of “camping for the fun of it!”
“You have to have ‘the stuff’ if you are in
the business to create memories and want
to stand out in the camping business,” declares Rehwinkel. “Having unique toys and
products is our key to success.”
Merry Mac’s Campground not only features more than 25 different types of pedal

campground sector. These water play areas
harbor a huge appeal because there is no
standing water, thus greatly reducing the
risk of injuries or worse and eliminating
the need for lifeguards and other heavy
supervision.
Carole Clark, owner of Scenic View
Campground, located at the base of the
White Mountains in the small town of Warren, N.H., added a splash pad to her wish
list years before she was able to afford its installation. “We did our research and found
Rain Deck, a company that flew out a crew
and installed it in about a week,” said Clark.
“They were very professional and quick.”
In fact, Clark would advise any campground owner to purchase a splash pad.
“We think it has increased our business and
we get to hear squeals of delight and laughter all day long,” she said.
karts and fun cycles to keep families entertained, but also has other unique recreational options available like a Prime Party
Foam Machine, Oasis Rafts, and Huggable
Bears, all from Prime Recreation, a familyowned and operated company started in
1999 out of Pensacola, Fla.

Prime Recreation’s Huggable Bears are
another amenity that appeals to children.

The Prime Party Foam Machine comes
complete with a fan, water pump, hose and
two sprayer tips and dispenses a hypoallergenic, non-irritating and environmentally
friendly foam product. Priced at $800, the
foam party machine, we’re told, is a huge
attraction for kids of all ages. WCM

Ryan Vaughn, a sales representative for
Rain Deck LLC, a Mesa, Ariz.-based company that bills itself as a “one-stop shop” for
splash pad and swimming pool water needs
including complete spray park installations,
said his company now splash pads at about
20 campgrounds nationwide with cost-

Children enjoy a splash pad by Rain Deck at
Benbow Historic Inn & RV Park.

effective PVC features designed to withstand the elements and day-to-day wear
and tear.
“One of our main focuses when it comes
to splash pads for RV parks is that we’re not
here for a simple, turnkey package,”
Vaughn told Woodall’s Campground Management (WCM). “We’ve found that RV park
owners are usually more than capable of installing their own splash pads and saving
themselves a lot of money, so a lot of times
we are just here to help with the product selection, technical support, training and the
adventure along the way.”
If clients prefer to pass up the do-it-yourself opportunity and are looking for the assurance of proper no-hassle installation,
Rain Deck’s installation company, Splash
Zone LLC, can assist with all that.
Vaughn finds that a major draw for Rain
Deck among campground owners is that
they can build a large area for a splash pad
and put hardware in place for future expansion, which is especially appealing for park
operators looking to accommodate a park’s
growth over time. Clients have the initial
option to build a larger splash pad with a
bigger footprint and, as the years go by, purchase and install additional features. This
allows for the water play area to be fully utilized for years to come, as opposed to being
quickly outgrown.
“I’ve talked to many campground owners after the installation of their splash pads
and they just say their numbers are through
Woodall’s Campground Management

Turning Existing Terrain
Into Low-Cost Gameplay

Campground and RV park owners can outfit splash pads with a variety of equipment, like the
features installed on this Rain Deck splash pad at Flying Flags RV Resort.

the roof,” maintained Vaughn. “And they
seem to get a lot of value out of the fact that
their guests can simply feel safe in letting
their kids go out the door without having
to sit by their side at the pool.”
Campgrounds looking to move from
“water play” to “water park” status may be
interested in the multi-level play structures
and crazy lazy rivers offered by Wizard
Works Product Development Company,
Inc. The Albany, N.Y., company’s employees have more than 30 years of experience
designing water parks and equipment.
They offer attractions and features providing guests hands-on control to generate interactive play experiences. Clients can

realize that putting things to pen and paper
is really important.”
To support this influx of more astute and
informed buyers, Wizard Works has designed a feasibility report where the clients
provide upfront information and figures.
Rather than leaving out products like cabanas and lawn chairs that the company
does not offer, Ventura said they like to include these items so the client can see the
big picture and decide if a planned investment will be financially reasonable for
them.
Wizard Works has installed its impressive water parks in a number of Leisure
Systems Inc.’s Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park

The layout and features of multi-level water play areas are easily customized, like this one at
Yogi Bear’s Jellystone Park Camp-Resort in Quarryville, Pa.

choose from an extensive portfolio of individual interactive play elements, which can
be used to customize parks and play areas
of any size.
According to Wizard Works “Sorcerer”
Joe Ventura, pools are quickly becoming a
thing of the past. As a matter of fact, Wizard
Works is currently working on the installation of a campground splash pad that acts
as a water blaster game geared towards
younger children by day and as a wet dance
club for teens and tweens at night.
“There’s music, lasers, fog, foam, water
guns spraying in — it’s a dance party, so you
can charge admission, and it’s operated by
one DJ,” explained Ventura. “You don’t
even have to worry about a lifeguard at
night. The kids enjoy themselves. It’s low
maintenance; you cater to your teens and
tweens, and occupancy goes up.”
Another trend Ventura is seeing within
the campground industry is a surge of owners doing extensive planning and research,
rather than making investments based on
uninformed decisions. “Campground owners now are doing the feasibility reports,”
noted Ventura. “They’re looking at return
on investment, the cost of borrowing
money, and all the facts on paper before
they make a decision. That’s probably because things have changed since 2008.
When money is tight, all the sudden you
WOODALLSCM.com

Camp-Resorts nationwide, as well as some
smaller, independent campgrounds, providing owner/operators with a potent means of
attracting families and generating additional income.
Even newer to the water play scene —
and quickly becoming popular in campground settings — are pool climbing walls.
These structures attach to the side of the
pool and combine the fun of rock climbing
with the thrill of jumping off into the water.

The Kersplash wall combines a pool and
rock climbing to create an attractive
recreational feature.

Murbles sets have the option of putting
your park/campground logo on the bag.

Quickly gaining recognition in the
campground industry, meanwhile, is a simple outdoor activity that caters to all ages
— Murbles, a game created by Murray
Kramer, the energetic owner of Kramer
Kreations, Pensacola, Fla.
Kramer’s idea for the game of Murbles
is loosely based on the ancient European
game of bocce ball, which he observed
being played years ago while in the Navy
on leave in Rome. He often thought of how
“stuffy” the game was and wanted to create a game that required little skill, unlike
horseshoes or croquet, so that everyone
could have a chance to win.
When he retired from the Navy, Kramer
decided to pursue manufacturing the game
of Murbles in his current home of Pensacola, Fla. For a relatively low cost, the
Everlast Climbing of Mendota Heights,
Minn., a PlayCore Company started in
1991, has 20 years of experience manufacturing and installing climbing walls. In
2010, helped along by some of the nation’s
top aquatic consultants, the company
joined with Spectrum Aquatics, a manufacturer with more than 40 years in the
aquatics industry, to create the Kersplash
indoor/outdoor pool climbing wall.
“A great factor of Kersplash is that it
appeals to adults, children and even the
hard-to-reach tween sector,” said Director
of Marketing Tracy Whitney. “Campgrounds are really engaging with these pool
climbing walls because they’re relatively
easy to install and have a big visual impact.
They are generally less expensive than a
commercial slide and offer the same ‘wow’
factor.”
The Kersplash pool climbing wall was
designed to outlast harsh indoor and outdoor pool environments with pricing ranging from $6,000 to $9,000. The structure is
made with 100% stainless-steel- and UVtreated sturdy panels and hand-holds. The
pool-climbing wall is available with bold,
colorful panels or with a clear, see-through
wall, which creates a play zone with no visual barrier on the pool deck, making supervision much easier.
Traditional Miniature Golf
Getting Some Modern Twists
Mini-golf is hardly a new trend within
the RV park and campground sector. But
times change, and miniature golf has
changed along with it as the options to enhance and create innovative courses continue to grow.
With this thought in mind, the greens
and fairways from Mini-Golf, Inc. of Jessup, Pa., were featured recently in an
episode of the popular reality series “The

100% American-made game features 3inch, high-density plastic balls weighing
about a half-pound each. They’re available
in 20 different colors and held together in
a canvas bag with the rules printed on the
back.
“With Murbles, the only maintenance
involved is occasionally washing the game
balls,” Kramer told WCM. “The game is
convenient and lightweight. It’s easy to set
up, requires no dedicated space and
campground owners can have it available
for play onsite, as well as for sale in their
stores. You can even have your logo
printed on the bags. A lot of KOA and Carefree parks have been successful with this.”
Custom logo Murbles sets start at about
$25 each when buying in bulk. The game is
available in a standard size for two to four
Murbles offer a lot of flexibility for
use in campgrounds and RV parks.

players, as well as small, medium, and
large activity sets for up to 16 players.
Kramer recommends holding tournaments
for guests and offering small medals or ribbons as prizes to leave guests with a lasting memory of their stay. WCM
Apprentice” in which contestants were required to design and operate a miniature
golf course.
Started in December of 1981 by two father-son duos with experience in the business, Mini-Golf, Inc. markets portable,
prefabricated miniature golf courses and
claims to offer the largest variety of obstacles available — including an indoor, blacklight mini-golf course option. With more
than 50 traditional obstacles like barns,
churches, windmills and traffic lights as
well as about 40-some fiberglass dinosaur,
lion and tiger obstacles, Mini-Golf Inc. does
at least a third of its business today with
campgrounds, RV parks and resorts.
“Campgrounds are our best customers,”

Mini-Golf Inc. boasts ’the largest variety of obstacles available,’ according to the company.

stated President and Owner Joe Buckshon,
Jr. “They generally do outdoor, 9-hole
courses and find that miniature golf — as
either an added amenity or as a pay-to-play
option — works fantastic in their parks.”
Buckshon said one reason Mini-Golf,
Inc. products are so successful is because of
their flexibility. “We can fit any number of
holes in any size area,” he told WCM. “An
18-hole golf course can be installed in an
area as small as 3,000 square feet or as large
as 15,000 square feet. The windmill hole,
for example, could be anywhere from 10 to
50 feet long, but the feature is still the windmill.”
One major perk for campground ownMarch 2014 - 17

ers in all of this, said Buckshon, is that the
courses and obstacles are very easy to
maintain and sustain, making for an investment that could last up to 20 years without
major repair or revamping.
Likewise, Adventure Golf Services of
Traverse City, Mich. provides customers
with a flexible modular golf hole system

projecting a clean and professional appearance. According to Account Executive
Kreg Krupa, Adventure’s durable, lightweight and easy-to-assemble products
comply with ADA regulations and can be
arranged in a multitude of layouts for indoor or outdoor use and can, if necessary,
be moved around.

“We have four standard portable, modular-style miniature-golf applications,
which are popular with campgrounds because they are a lot more cost-effective than
putting in a large, permanent cement
course,” said Krupa. “It takes smaller footprints and owners can move the course
around if they want.”
Among the four standard options are the
Little Duffer, Mini Links, Split Shot and
AnyWhere Links applications, ranging in
price from $6,000 to $86,000 depending on

panel system can be installed directly over
the existing tennis court and acts as a golf
learning and practice center with driving
range stations, a putting green, a contoured
chipping area, bunker area and an optional
golf simulator.
Playground Enhancements
Build a Family Atmosphere
Playgrounds have been around for
hundreds of years and, obviously, are a great
way to encourage active play and social

The Little Duffer from Adventure Golf
Services is one of their modular offerings.

the number of holes, props and obstacles
and the amount of space used.
The Little Duffer option, introduced last
year as a low-cost indoor or outdoor modular course geared toward operators with
limited budgets and space, can be purchased as a system or as individual golf
holes.
“The Little Duffer is our most cost-effective option,” stated Krupa. “It takes as little
as 800 square feet for nine holes, and a
complete 9-hole set is around $6,000, as
opposed to an outdoor permanent course
which could cost around $100,000 or more.
It’s been very popular with campgrounds.”
Adventure Golf Services also offers a
Golf Court option that can be custom designed to fit any space or location, even underutilized tennis courts. The modular

interaction.
And, ideally, many RV park owners find
that investing intelligently in a durable,
long-lasting playground structure can result
in a major long-term attraction with very
little maintenance that helps cater to a
younger crowd and enhance a community
atmosphere at a given park. Lately, recreation equipment manufacturers are looking
to enhance the playground experience by
designing products that heighten the interest of kids and adults alike.
For instance, John Trigg, owner of
Charlotte/Fort Mill KOA in Fort Mill, S.C.
decided to install an air jumping attraction
called a jumping pillow as part of his playground area after seeing the reaction of children and adults at an Australian park in
2003. “I knew it was a ‘must have,’” explained Trigg. “I would recommend it to
any and all campgrounds.”
The Kangaroo Jumper, manufactured
by Jumping Pillows LLC in Texas and exported to 12 countries internationally, is a
jumping pillow that comes in five different

Gravity-defying fun is one of the draws of
the Kangaroo Jumper.

standard sizes — with a customizable option as well — varying in price from $9,000
to $14,000.
Owner Gary Wakerley brought the
jumpers from Australia to the U.S. in 2004,
and he says he’s improved the product
greatly over the years, enhancing safety and
longevity in the process. The product went
from lasting two or three years at its onset
to an eight- to 12-year average lifespan
today. Last year, the company released a nosand installation option that gives the product a permanent soft edge using an
Olympic gymnastic-quality carpeted, crosslink foam.
“It didn’t have to prove itself as a reliable
18 - March 2014
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The Australian-imported idea of the Kangaroo Jumper
now has options with sand (shown here) or without.

safety product since we had been using it
on our indoor jumpers for six years already,” Wakerly explained.
In the big picture, in fact, jumping pillows have garnered a great deal of popularity over the past few years, said Wakerly,
adding that more than 550 campgrounds
nationwide have installed the company’s
jumping pillow products.
“Folks use it as a simple addition to their
playground and find that they overwhelmingly increase their occupancy, oftentimes
between eight and 12%,” Wakerly said.
“Other campgrounds have put in their
jumper to make extra money directly by
charging extra for a wristband type of deal
to allow their guests to use it. These folks
have been very pleased with their income
from it, as well.”
Meanwhile, park operators attending

last year’s National Association of RV
Parks & Campgrounds (ARVC) 2013
Outdoor Hospitality Conference & Expo

or Kampgrounds of America Inc.’s Convention may have run across Bob Hansen,
national account manager for Pet and
Playground Products in Eclectic, Ala.
While in attendance at these shows, Hansen
said his firm’s new product catalogs flew off
the shelf.
“One of the newer things we’re coming
out with this year is outdoor fitness equipment,” said Hansen, “and I think it’s going
to be a huge hit in campgrounds.”The idea
is that many campers are looking to exercise
when they travel — and there is only so
much you can do in an RV given the limited
amount of space. Outdoor fitness equipment lends variety to exercise on the road
beyond walking, jogging or biking.
“The manufacturer has come up with

some really neat ideas for fitness parks,”
stated Hansen. “One of those stemmed
from the fact that parents have to supervise
their kids when they’re at the playground,
so what they’ve designed is a circle around
the playground area made up of five to
seven pieces of fitness equipment. This
way the parents are able to exercise on the
equipment while still keeping an eye on
the kids.”
Outdoor fitness stations can also be set
up along existing trails or paths throughout
a park’s acreage. The equipment distributed
by Pet and Playground Products is part of
the Health Trail Fitness System manufactured by Play & Park Structures, a PlayCore Company, and options include
pull-up stations, total-body row machines,

‘Dog Park’ Equipment
Popular With Guests
As a growing number of RV park owners have found, outdoor activities don’t
necessarily have to target human guests.
Appealing to four-legged campers can be
just as enjoyable — and profitable. According to National Account Manager
Bob Hansen of Pet and Playground Products, dog park equipment is very popular
right now.
Recreation equipment isn’t just
for people, it’s part of the mix
available for dog parks, too.

Building a dog park creates a secure
environment that provides pets and humans an opportunity to exercise and interact, establishing a community within
campgrounds. If pet waste is a concern,
Hansen suggests installing pet waste stations with bags for guest use. Pet and
Playground Products distributes these pet
waste products, as well as agility items
such as hoop jumps, doggie crawls and
fido fountains manufactured by Bark
Park, a PlayCore Company.
“The onset of the dog park agility
equipment helps guests who travel with
their dogs to not only be comfortable
while camping,” stated Hansen, “but it
also creates a great marketing tool to
draw people to your campground.”
Hansen stresses that another major
benefit of installing a dog park is that you
don’t have to be concerned with meeting
extensive safety standards and guidelines, as you would with the installation of
a playground. WCM
WOODALLSCM.com
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hurdles, balance beams, wobble boards and
bench dips.
If you’re looking for features to add adventure to your existing playground, consider Everlast Climbing, manufacturers of
the Kersplash pool climbing wall, which
also markets a freestanding Playground
Climbing Wall targeted at older children
who might not want to play on some of the
more junior equipment.
Just as with the Kersplash model, the
playground version is offered in panels (in
this case gray, and clear panels), which
eliminate a visual barrier and allow for easier supervision in the play space. Priced
anywhere from $3,700 to $6,800, these
climbing walls are climbable on both sides
and available in 12-foot sections at varying
heights and can be combined to make the
feature as large as you wish.
“Another trend we’re seeing in campgrounds and the playground industry is a
more nature-based play approach,” Director of Marketing Tracy Whitney told
WCM. “Many products have been created

to replicate natural play scenarios like
fallen tree balance beams, hollow log tunnels and great big climbing boulders. What
kid doesn’t want to scramble up a big rock
or hang out in a hollow log?”
The company’s Nature Rocks line has
items such as climbing boulders, tunnels,
and stump steppers all IPEMA-certified
(International Play Equipment Manufacturers Association) for safety and designed to add the nature theme to
playground equipment.
Pedal-Operated Cycles & Karts
Still a Mainstay in Many Parks
Bicycles have been a tradition at campgrounds for years. Mostly used as rental
equipment, bikes and now pedal-operated
go-karts offer one more way for RV park
owners to generate income and keep their
guests entertained.
Set at the foot of the Cascade Mountains, Leavenworth/Pine Village KOA in
Leavenworth, Wash., promotes itself as a
place for recreation and relaxation. The

BERG Toys USA’s Gran Tour model lets
a family of four roll along together and
can be rented out or used by RV park
and campground owners to escort
guests to their sites.

park offers inner tube rentals for floating
on the Wenatchee River, a playground,
heated pool and bike rentals as opportunities for guests to unwind and have fun.
“We’ve dealt with a number of brands,”

owner David Witt
offered as a testimonial.
“The
BERG pedal gokarts are unique
and they don't
break down so I
can rent them
more, and that goes
right to my bottom
line.”
A company that
started 28 years ago
in Ede, Netherlands, Berg Toys
now sells pedal
karts in 50 countries. BERG Toys
USA LLC of Lititz,
Pa., is responsible
for the marketing and sales of the karts in
North America and Canada. “Besides providing a fun opportunity for guests, the fact
that these karts are pedal-operated means
outdoor fun with much lower maintenance
costs,” explained Executive Vice President of Marketing and Sales Kent Julye.
“Our karts are offered in a full range to fit
people from ages two to 99. Depending on
your size and leg length, we have a kart
that will fit you.”
Pedal karts can be used on almost any
terrain or on specially designed pedal gokart tracks. As seen on NBC’s “Today
Show,” BERG pedal go-karts range in price
from $400 to $3,000 per kart.
Aside from use in rental scenarios,
campground owners can also use BERG
pedal go-kart models like the Gran Tour
or the Clipper to welcome their guests
and personally take them to their sites.
New this year is a pedal-assist kart that is
a battery-operated version of the Gran
Tour. “This allows folks to do some, but
not all of the pedaling,” observed Julye.
“During last year’s pilot phase, this model
proved to be very successful in campground settings, especially ones with a lot
of topography changes. We are in the
process of moving to the next phase with
the kart this year.”
Derek Lother, vice president of sales for

Trailmate Fun Cycle Series

Trailmate Low Rider

Prime Karts, part of the Prime Recreation
brand out of Pensacola, Fla., has learned
over the years that due to the lucrative
rental income they generate, pedal karts are
exceptional investments.
“Karts can be paid off in the first season,
sometimes even in the first two to three
weeks, depending on the traffic at your
park,” Lother told WCM. “It’s a quick payback and a low maintenance investment
20 - March 2014
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Sources
Adventure Golf Services
1742 Barlow Street
Traverse City, Mich. 49686
(888) 725-4FUN
www.adventureandfun.com
kreg@adventureandfun.com

The Baja and Charger models from Prime Karts can provide
campground owners a quick return on their investment.

that not only makes rental income, but also
gets people into the park.”
Prime Karts started selling pedal karts
into campgrounds, their biggest market, 16
years ago, and the company now offers
parks standard forms and waivers to help
campgrounds manage guest sign-out and
accountability of the rentals.
By the same token, Trailmate of Sarasota, Fla., manufactures adult, industrial
and special-needs tricycles, and the Fun
Cycle Trike Series which, according to
President Wendy-Ann Shim, has proven
especially popular in the campground
sector.
“Kids and adults really enjoy the way
you have to twist your entire torso from
side to side to propel the trikes in the Fun
Cycle Series. It provides a good lower-body
workout and tons of fun,” she said.
RV park owners choosing to use Trailmate’s three-wheel cycles often use the
wristband approach and find that works

WOODALLSCM.com

best. In these scenarios, campers are
charged one flat rate for any cycle all day.
“Other campgrounds offer rentals from $5
to $10 per half-hour rental,” Shim explained. “It’s easy to see how this adds up.
Purchase price is more than covered in one
rental season.”
And Shim advises campground owners
to remember that many Trailmate cycles
are beneficial for the special-needs population. “Many parents with kids with mild
disabilities are not aware that these cycles
are available in a rental environment. Make
sure to get the word out more so that all
kids have the same opportunity to enjoy
this unique experience," she said.
With a vast amount of options available
these days, RV park owners have an abundance of possibilities to choose from when
looking for safe, affordable, and easily
maintained recreational equipment to generate additional revenue and increase occupancy. —Dannie Bova WCM
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Lititz, Pa. 17543
(877) 499-6462
www.bergtoys-usa.com
kent.julye@bergtoys-usa.com
Everlast Climbing
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Mendota Heights, Minn. 55120
(800) 476-7366
www.everlastclimbing.com
info@everlastclimbing.com
Jumping Pillows LLC
3632 Foxfire Way
Sevierville, Tenn. 37876
(865) 387-8707
www.thekangaroojumper.com
garyw@rvmanagement.com
Kramer Kreations
9141 Seabring Drive
Pensacola, Fla. 32506
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www.murblegame.com
akramerkreations@hotmail.com
Mini-Golf, Inc.
202 Bridge Street

Jessup, Pa. 18434
(570) 489-8623
www.minigolfinc.com
info@minigolfinc.com
Pet and Playground Products
315 Main Street,
Suite 127
Eclectic, Ala. 36024
(866) 398-3992
www.petandplayground.com
bob@petandplayground.com
Prime Karts/Prime Recreation
9235 Roe Street
Pensacola, Fla. 32514
(866) 475-0450
www.primekarts.com
derek@primekarts.com
Rain Deck
7319 South Atwood
Mesa, Ariz. 85212
(888) 445-RAIN
www.raindeck.com
ryan@raindeck.com
Trailmate
1851 67th Avenue East
Sarasota, Fla. 34243
(800) 777-1034
www.trailmate.com
wendy@trailmate.com
Wizard Works Product Development
Company, Inc.
40 Broadway
Albany, N.Y. 12202
(518) 434-3488
www.wizardworks.biz
joev@wizardworks.biz WCM
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CAMPGROUNDPROFILE
Youthful Exuberance, Focused Marketing and Diversified
Activities Keep the Sites Full at Shelby/Mansfield KOA
History and agriculture create the backdrop for the
award-winning Shelby/Mansfield KOA in Ohio.”

‘We’re in the middle of corn and wheat and beans. We have to give people a reason to come
here,’ said co-owner Garry Cole of the award-winning 30-acre park in rural Ohio
Yet another trophy was recently added
to the already-crowded shelf at the
Shelby/Mansfield KOA in Shelby, Ohio,
owned by Garry and Vicki Cole since
1991 and franchised as a KOA since 2002.
On top of a dozen-plus awards from the
National Association of RV Parks and
Campgrounds (ARVC), Kampgrounds

Garry and Vicki Cole, owners of the park,
have a packed trophy shelf.

Of America (KOA), the KOA Owners Association and the Richland Area Chamber of Commerce, the campground was
recently named ARVC’s Medium Park of
the Year — for the fourth time.
You could say Garry has recreation entrepreneurship in his blood. Long ago on
this land stood a farm run by his parents,
Verne and Violet Cole. They invited city
folk to stay with them in the big farmhouse and perform chores around the land
and livestock, an experience they called
simply “Farm Vacation.” As its popularity
grew, visitors wanted to camp in trailers
and tents in the woods on the property, so
22 - March 2014

Verne cut out some roads with his tractor.
The Wagon Wheel Campground was
thus born in 1968.
When Verne and Violet were ready to
retire from the campground business after
nearly 25 years, Garry and Vicki bought
the Wagon Wheel to continue the family
legacy, which they did with great zeal —
and resulting in that groaning shelf of accolades.
One thing visitors to the Shelby/Mansfield KOA will notice that’s different from
other campgrounds is the youth of its
workers. This is, in fact, the very first thing
the Coles cite when relating what makes
the campground so special.
When the Coles bought the campground, Vicki was a teacher — a band and
choir director to be precise — so she knew
plenty of students who were looking for
summer work. But these young people
also possessed a key quality the Coles absolutely required.
“It’s just their attitude,” Vicki stated.
“Our staff is excellent because of their attitude.”
The Coles’ student workers tend to be
involved in activities such as marching
band, 4-H and sports. “They bring to the
table a lot of different abilities,” Garry said.
They also work well with the two longtime managers who teach during the
school year, leading to “a pretty good rapport with the kids” and a good sense of
which applicants will work well within the
staff’s existing personalities (although usually the existing staff already knows the applicants because they’re the ones who
referred them). To this day, the Coles said,
most of the student workers are friends
with former or current employees or even
stem from the chain of referrals that

started with the original staff.
“Lots of campgrounds are comfortable
with Workampers and other adults, but
we’ve been very well blessed with these
kids and it’s something that works for us.
And again, that attitude they come with is
really important, because if they have the
right attitude, you can teach them most
anything,” Garry explained. “We can provide all the physical facilities necessary to
try to support the campground from that

(with marksmanship competitions using
homemade marshmallow shooters) to
Komic Kon superheroes to tailgating during the Big Game in the fall (Ohio State
University vs. Kent State, of course!).
Each weekend is packed with activities
for both children and adults from morning to well after sundown, a schedule
purposefully crafted to ensure visitors
never run out of things to do.
“We’re in the middle of corn and wheat
and beans. We have to give people a reason to come here,” Garry said, noting
they have to market their activities “quite
hard” to create sufficient draw, and they
had to diversify those activities for all
ages, interests and speeds, because some
campers want to relax and be pampered
while some want to play hard.
When the Coles received feedback asking for more grown-up fun, they created
Dutch oven cooking sessions, Zumba
classes and a weekly barbecue picnic for
which Garry bought a mega-cooker that
can prepare 500 pounds of meat at a time.
And every Saturday night, adult campers
can wander over to the Lake Shelter Deck
to watch the sunset across one of the
lakes during a wine and cheese tasting
party. There’s no charge for the low-key
gathering, though donations for KOA
Care Camps are accepted — and attendees should understand it’s about experiencing the unusual rather than the
elegant.
“I buy all the wine,” said Vicki, “and I
buy it by the color and the bottle and the
name, because I don’t drink wine at all.
So they never know what’s coming next.”
Whatever’s on the sideboard, Vicki and
Garry will be there; they’ve found this
event to be an opportunity to meet and
greet old and new campers alike. That’s
another characteristic of the Coles: they
love connecting with other people. They
visit 40 to 50 campgrounds a year in their
40-foot motorhome. These stays are actu-

Staff members with great attitudes, themed weekends and offerings for adults and children
are all part of the mix at Shelby/Mansfield KOA.

point, whether it be laser tag or a gem
mine or a zipline, but all those things are
for naught if you don’t have the staff to really make it go.”
Giving Customers
a Reason to Visit
The Shelby/Mansfield KOA does indeed have all those physical facilities —
and many more — plus weekend themes
catering to a rainbow of interests from
Sesame Street to Camouflage Weekend

ally R&D missions during which the
Coles harvest ideas on how to improve
the Shelby/Mansfield KOA — whether
through shining example, disappointing
let-down or neutral observation. For example, when Vicki wanted to put in a
jumping pillow but Garry was hesitant,
they watched similar apparatuses at other
campgrounds and took notes that helped
them create a well-plotted plan for incorporating one into their own property.
But when they found food counters’
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The Coles look at what works — and what doesn’t work — at other parts when they add
new options to keep their guests entertained. Laser tag and zip lines join water activities
and the jumping pillow as some of the many options they offer.

hours at odds with their growling stomachs, they vowed to make the
Shelby/Mansfield café open all day, and
equipped to offer everything on the menu
every moment of it. One day they drove
late into a campground after exhausting
hours on the road only to find the office
closed with just a map on a board and a
hopefully lucky stab at finding their site
with it.
That’s when the Coles made a sweeping welcome-wagon policy change at
home that they say generates overwhelming customer appreciation: Every camper
gets a personal office-to-site escort —
without having to get out or check in.
“Our staff says ‘Follow me,’ they hop
in the golf cart before you can even get
out of the motorhome, and they’ll take
you right to your site,” Garry described.
The employee helps the driver pull the
motorhome or trailer into the site and
shows them where the power and TV
hook-ups are, leaving them to settle in
and visit the office when it’s convenient
for them.
“I’m telling you, when they come in
and they’ve got three kids and two dogs,
the last thing they want to do is stand in
line and register. We take them to their
site, say, ‘Hey, here it is, enjoy it, and
when you get a chance, come up and register.’ That goes so far.”
This particular hospitality practice is a
manifestation of the Coles employing a
“Golden-Rule” philosophy: doing unto
their customers what they wish others
had done for them, so even with the
guided escort and set-up with deferred
check-in, there’s more. After about a halfhour, the employee heads back out to
check on the campers and see if they have
any questions or need anything else from
the Shelby/Mansfield KOA staff.
“Vicki and I know so well that you get
set up and you go, ‘Oh! What was that
WOODALLSCM.com

code to get on the Internet?’ Or, ‘I wonder
if there’s such and such nearby,’” explained Garry. “That’s just one of the little
things that we think make the campground. Does it take time & money? You
bet, but as travelers, we know it’s really
important. There’s nothing better.”
Using Shows, Networking
to Pick Up On New Trends
One reason for all that R&D travel is
the Coles’ fondness for trade shows — and

what’s going to be the next thing they will
want and enjoy. Those are the things we
all need to take advantage of,” he said.
“Make the commitment to go to these
shows. Any trade show. They’ll be there
pushing their wares, but whether it’s
equipment or products, go down there and
see exactly what they have.”
The other reason the Coles travel is to
nurture their other method of keeping a
finger on the pulse of what’s new and
needful. They’ve both been deeply involved in owners’ associations throughout
their ownership of Shelby/Mansfield KOA,
and they learned that practice from Verne
and Violet.
“Back when my folks had the campground, they were in the Ohio association
— back then it was a part of the National
Campground Owners Association
(NCOA), which was the forerunner of
ARVC. My folks went to that religiously.
They went to state meetings, to national
meetings, and from the outside looking in,
you could tell they were learning new
things all the time and they had camaraderie with other campground owners. So
it was a natural for us to do the same,”
Garry described.
It was during those meetings, he said,
that he and Vicki picked up valuable technical education and training and developed relationships with others in the
industry who advised them and gave new
insights — some of which were gamechangers for them, such as the suggestion
from a former Ohio Campground Owners Association (OCOA) president to put
in a pool. They did, “and it truly changed
the entire nature of our business in terms
of drawing customers,” said Garry.
The Coles stress not just membership
in these associations but deep involvement
— and they practice what they preach.
Each of them has a lengthy list of various
positions they’ve held over the years in
several groups, including Garry’s time as
president of the OCOA and Vicki’s as
chairman of the KOA Owners Association, as well as collaboration with other

One of the attributes of a “Resort”-branded KOA is a food-service area, and the café at the
Shelby/Mansfield KOA is open anytime the office is. The café seats about 75 and serves
breakfast, lunch and dinner.

not just camping-related ones. They’ve attended shows for all kinds of recreation
sectors, from a pizza-and-ice-cream show
in nearby Columbus to an International
Association of Amusement Parks and
Attractions (IAAPA) show in Florida.
“You walk around that show and you
can buy a Ferris wheel if you want. You
can buy a rollercoaster. It’s really incredible,” Garry related, though while such a
spectacle is entertaining, it’s not what they
came for.
“What we enjoy is, if you look around
you can see what’s coming down the pike.
What customers are being exposed to,

state associations.
They’ve also taken advantage of ARVC’s
Outdoor Hospitality Education Program and achieved Certified Park Owner
(CPO) status. Both are currently working
on their Executive certification in the program. They say they never want to stop
learning or reaching out to other campground owners, because their industry
faces a much tougher market challenge
than others.
“The competition is not other campgrounds. The competition is other things
people can do besides camp,” Garry stated.
That, added Vicki, is why free sharing of

“trade secrets” is almost unheard-of in
other businesses, but for the campground
ownership collective, it just works.
“If you call a fellow campground owner
and ask a question, they’ll give you all insights they know, and very seldom do you
see that in any industry,” she said. “That’s
how close-knit we are.”
Of course, the one group that has their
most rapt attention is their customers. “We
listen to what our campers say. Sometimes
what they’re asking for is not a lot of
money and easy to do, but it makes a difference to them,” Vicki explained. “The
adults asked for swim time. So from 9:00
a.m to 10 a.m. in the morning it’s just
adults, and they were excited about it. It’s
the simple things.”
As Garry noted, it’s all about giving their
guests the experience they were looking for.
“When you go out and sit outside on a
nice Saturday night and you see people
riding their bikes or out on the boats,
when you walk by the trailers and see
Mom and Dad doing s’mores with the kids
– when you see all that stuff, you say,
‘Somewhere along the line, Vicki and I
have done our share to provide opportunities for families to have a good time.” —
Barb Riley WCM

Campground Overview
Name: Shelby/Mansfield KOA
Address: 6787 Baker 47, Shelby OH,
44875
Number of sites: 200 campsites
and 16 cabins
Physical description: 30 acres in a
Midwest rural area with two lakes —
a fishing lake, with a gazebo in the
center for special occasions, and a
recreation lake with a fountain and
paddle boats and fun boats for rent
— and amenities including a Kamping Kitchen where campers can cook
and wash dishes, two playgrounds,
two pet playgrounds, banquet facilities, outdoor laser tag arena, jumping pillow, zipline course, gem
mining, game room, sports areas
(horseshoes, tennis, shuffleboard,
etc.), miniature golf course, heated
swimming pool and baby pool, hot
tub, sauna, fitness center and massage therapy services.
Season: April 25 to Oct. 15
Rates: All campsite and cabin rates
are based on two guests. Campsites: Water and electric, $32-$51;
full hook-up, $35-$49; full hook-up
pull-through, $35-$60; with patio,
$40-$77. Additional guests: $10 per
adult (18 and over) and $5 per child.
Cabins vary in size and layout and
sleep 4-10 people; all include
linens, air conditioning, satellite TV
and propane grills, some featuring
additional amenities. Rates range
from $50-$169, with a $10/day
charge for pets in approved cabins
only. Additional guests: $15 per
adult and $10 per child.
Website: www.shelbymansfieldkoa.com
Contact information:
Office: (419) 347-1392
Reservations: (888) 562-5607
camp@shelbymansfieldkoa.com
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Winter RV Shows —from page 3
logs reflect that.”
Doug Gaeddert, general manager for
Elkhart-based Forest River Inc. and Recreation Vehicle Industry Association (RVIA)
chairman, said of two of the recent shows
in Novi, Mich., and Minneapolis “were phenomenal.” Mike Terlep, president of Forest
River’s Coachman RV division, agreed, reporting that crowds and purchases are up
for his company at all major shows, making
him optimistic for the entire year.
Sid Johnson, longtime marketing director

again doing well nationally at the shows,
Johnson said.
University of Michigan economist
Richard Curtin, who has long studied the industry, has already predicted a 6% increase
over last year’s 321,000-plus shipment total.
But Johnson, Gaeddert and Tuttle believe
their brands might do far better than that,
based on the strong show attendance.
Curtin adjusted his prediction five times
last year, Gaeddert noted, adding, “I have 14
different Forest River divisions, and the net
increase over last January in those 14 divisions is 28% in spite of the weather. I think
we are on target for growth that’s higher

Ben Meloche, a sales rep for Forest River’s Palomino brand, with Kathie and Steve Simasko,
two of the approximately 20,000 people who attended the 48th annual Detroit Camper & RV
Show. A number of dealers reported record-setting sales at the Feb. 5-9 event.

for Jayco Inc. in Middlebury, Ind., said that
strong attendance has translated into strong
sales as research of the builder’s dealerships
indicated that 30% can trace attendance at
a retail show to an actual purchase.
“In the months of January and February,
there are a number of shows on any given
weekend, and a number of retail shows in
major cities,” said Johnson. “It’s what we
call ‘show season.’ It’s a huge part of the
sales process for RV dealers.”
This year, he’s noticed not only large
crowds, but a couple of other things he’s not
used to seeing in his many years at shows.
“We’re seeing, for the most part, huge
crowds of younger people with children, elementary school children, even kids in
strollers,” Johnson said. “The other interesting thing is — and this is probably due to the
Internet — customers are very knowledgeable about what they want to look at before
they get there. Because they know a lot
about the products before they arrive, the
end result is many dealers are closing more
sales at these shows than they normally
would.”
Motorhomes, as they did last year, are

than 6%. I am certainly not shooting for 6%.”
Tuttle believes Livin’ Lite will continue its
growth spurt in 2014, again outpacing the industry. “We’ve had more growth than the industry the last four years,” he said. “We are
hoping for 25%.”
Johnson also believes Jayco and the industry will do well. “I don’t think it will go any
higher than what it went this year (12.4% industry wide), but I think it will blow by 6%,”
he said.
Martin said that even with the challenging weather some shows have faced, if it’s
just cold, people will show up because they
simply want to get out of the house. “They
would rather go to an RV show and get them
in that spring mode and get them excited to
get out,” he said.
After all the numbers come in from the 15
shows in the first weekend of February,
Martin believes the industry will have a good
idea of 2014.
“As we get into the season, spring and
summer look to be strong because of
the very strong backlog and strong retail
activity and very strong show attendance,”
he said. WCM

Fort Wilderness —from page 6
vaudeville-like dinner show, the “HoopDee-Doo Musical Review.”
Campsites are designated (and priced)
as “premium,” “preferred,” full-hookup and
partial/tent pop-up. Premium sites have
extra-spacious concrete pads and 50-amp
service; the others have 30- and 20-amp
hookups. All but the tent/pop-up sites have
sewer hookups, as well.
There is no Wi-Fi at campsites, but
modems that hook up to cable TV connections are available for free (first come, first
served) to enable Ethernet connections.
Fort Wilderness is not cheap by RV park
standards — I poked around its website and
found rates for a family of four from about
$50 to $125 a night, the least expensive for
tent and pop-up campers.
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Large “premium” and “preferred” sites
have oversize pads and tent availability.

For RVers who plan to visit Disney
World, Epcot or other Disney attractions,
however, a stay at Fort Wilderness would
be a great experience, budget permitting.
And the kids will be insanely happy! —
Chuck Woodbury
Editor’s note: This column first appeared in
Woodbury’s consumer-oriented “RV Travel
Newsletter” in January. WCM
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Cruise Inn —from page 3
maintained.
“What sets Cruise Inn apart from the
others is it provides consistent, highquality facilities at a reasonable price for
travelers,” Roger Bloss, founder, president and CEO of Vantage Hospitality
Group and a Cruise Inn board member, explained to the ALIS attendees.
“We also are dedicated to ensuring our
members increase their revenue and
overall profitability, thus increasing the
value of their facility. We work directly
with each owner/manager to set and
manage the expectations to grow the
business.”
Glenn Haussman, editor in chief of
Hotel Interactive, introduced the Cruise
Inn RV Park brand at ALIS and facilitated
the discussion with Bloss during a session.
Hundreds of concepts were submitted
and this session spotlighted the top four.
“Of all the new products, brands and
concepts announced in 2013, Cruise Inn
RV Park is the one that I’m most excited
about,” said Haussman. “The Cruise Inn
team is very smart and they’re perfectly
positioned to take their member-friendly
philosophy to this new arena. RV owners
who join this brand will have the tools
and technology that will allow them to
find levels of success they never knew
possible.”
In addition to Anderson, Cruise Inn
founders and board members also include hotel industry veterans Bloss,
Bernie Moyle, Alan Benjamin and Alan
Tallis; RV park executive Ian Steyn; and
financier Adam Frisch.
Cruise Inn was featured in December’s
issue of Woodall’s Campground Management. WCM
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CalARVC Winter Getaway Hits Its Mark
More than 70 California campground/ RV
park operators spent a day together Jan. 28
garnering information, asking questions,
checking out two RV parks, eating some
great food and all the while getting to know
each other at the California Association of
RV Parks & Campgrounds (CalARVC) RV
Park Winter Getaway, according to information provided by the association.
Park operators left the event with an understanding of increased Wi-Fi bandwidth
requirements and risk management, better
knowledge of RV park regulations and eviction laws, good ideas for marketing to clubs
and the consumer, a glimpse of California
camping trends as well as ways to save
money and efficient benchmarking tools,
according to the organization.
The CalARVC Staff and Board of Directors thanked all those who made the event
possible, including Wine Country RV Resort
& Vines RV Resort for hosting the event and
AGS Publishing, Evergreen USA and Hart
King for providing food.
They also thanked their experts: Barb
Youmans, National Association of RV Parks
& Campgrounds (ARVC); Susanne White,
CalARVC; Lucas Hartford, Evergreen USA;
Brent Kamprud, TengoInternet; Chris Anderson, Housing & Community Development;
John Pentecost, Hart King; Erik Gothberg,
Kampgrounds of America (KOA) Inc.; Megan
Whittington & Cheryl Taylor, Wine Country
RV Resort & Sun Communities.
It was the second time CalARVC held
such an event after suspending the more
traditional trade show and convention in
2010.
Due to its success, CalARVC has now
scheduled two additional events for 2014.

The CalARVC RV Park Vendor Day is
scheduled for Newport Dunes RV Waterfront Resort, Newport Beach on Thursday,
April 24.
The CalARVC RV Park Fall Getaway

agenda will return to the same format as the
winter getaway. It is scheduled for Sept. 23
at Far Horizons 49er Village RV Resort located in the gold-mining town of Plymouth
just east of Sacramento. WCM
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Anatomy of a Disaster: Wiped Out,
Worked Up and Open for Business
‘My dad always says ‘put your hat on backwards,’
meaning put yourself in your customer’s place. We
felt we did that every single step of the way. Immediately after the flood we tried to be ambassadors
and soften the blow the disaster had taken from
lost vacation days to property loss,’ said Teri
Blaschke, co-owner of Hidden Valley RV Park
from the office via her smartphone.
“My dad always says ‘put your hat
on backwards,’ meaning put yourself
in your customer’s place. We felt we
did that every single step of the way.
Immediately after the flood we tried to
be ambassadors and soften the blow
the disaster had taken from lost vacation days to property loss,” noted
Blaschke. They even opened their
Before the storm: This is how Hidden Valley looked
home for coffee and doughnuts in an
before the flood last May.
effort to provide community and a
place to gather. Some guests that suffered property loss had insurance
They’d been through it before. Situated on
while others did not.
Medio Creek in peaceful Von Ormy, Texas,
just outside of San Antonio, Hidden Valley RV
Turning a Page
Park had weathered floods — but nothing
Although the park was insured, flood insurlike the one that hit the park over the 2013
ance was not financially feasible according to
Memorial Day weekend.
Blaschke. After this devastating event, wiping
In the wee hours of May 25, park operaout the majority of their sites and sustaining
tors Teri and Mark Blaschke were told to excritical losses, they considered closing up
pect the creek to rise a modest two inches,
shop. It was a gut-wrenching decision to
certainly not a flood condition. But what hapmake. The park had been full the past two
pened next was fast, furious — and literally
years, they had worked to develop relationchanged the landscape of their park and their
ships with their guests, and were committed
business.
to constant improvement, plowing every dollar
“We’d seen two inches before and knew
earned back into the campground. Together,
it was not a critical situation. We went about
the family made the decision to look into a
our business,” said Teri Blaschke. However,
new park plan and explore their options.
with the increase in area construction creatWanting to be completely open with their
ing new and unpredictable runoff paths,
guests and peers, Blaschke told their story
something big was about to happen. By 6 a.m.
on a myriad of social networks in which she
things had taken a turn for the worse: Water
participates.
upstream was gaining velocity, tumbling
down the creek, and Blaschke shifted
into high gear. She implemented her
disaster plan, contacting guests and
advising them of the situation,
strongly suggesting a move to higher
ground. Many took her advice, some
were too slow, others didn’t give the
threat credence, and some campers
were not at the park that morning.
By 8 a.m. the once-meek Medio
had risen 12 feet — transforming itself Medio Creek rushed out of its banks and took over
from a bubbling meander to a violent much of the park, taking away trees, utility fixtures
torrent. Transfixed, those at the park and seven RVs in May, 2013.
stood on high ground and watched
Mother Nature’s devastating blows
Then a different type of flood broke
with awe.
through: A cascade of caring, generosity and
By the day’s end the water had receded,
assistance from across the country.
taking with it trees, utilities — even one RV
As Blaschke documented each step of the
that has still not been found — and left beplanning, permitting and rebuilding process,
hind a barren landscape of dirty sludge, depark owners and operators contacted them
bris and deep pits where trees and utilities
to share their knowledge, advice and experiwere ripped from the ground. Seven RVs
ence. Combined with their 15-plus years in
were a total loss, including Hidden Valley’s
the park business, strong working relationrental trailer.
ships with local contractors and utilities and
Blaschke again shifted gears, setting up
a big bank loan, things began happening.
sites to house displaced guests where there
“We knew what was not working in the RV
was dry ground and calling local parks asking
area and our new site designs reflected that.
them to take in their guests that they could no
Improved site angles, utility layouts, space to
longer accommodate.
accommodate today’s larger RVs and shade
As this disaster unfolded the park kept its
were put into play,” added Blaschke.
customers top of mind. Blaschke was able to
They chose not to rebuild the majority of
contact her guests to advise them of the posites along the creek, instead opting to put
tential danger because she requires emerdeluxe-style sites on “the hill.” The power
gency contact information upon check-in and
company insisted on upgrading the electricity
prior to receiving the Wi-Fi login code. That
and worked quickly to make that happen, alinfo is available to her even when she is away
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and park tour.
What would they have done differently? Pleased with the modernization
and upgrades that the park now enjoys, Blaschke wishes she’d supplemented the all-back-in site plan with
a few pull-through sites. “Really, pullthroughs are the best, even though
the sites are designed for extendedstay guests.”
After the devastation, coming back wasn’t quick,
but it allowed upgrades to the park, including these
sites in the “Top of the Valley” area

lowing ample room for expansion when the
time comes. The number of sites on the creek
has decreased by half and the remaining
sites have been widened and restricted to
short-term transient stays.
In addition to the full hook-up sites on the
hill, Hidden Valley offers a dry camp field for
overnighters, allowing them one complimentary night of dry camping. Blaschke finds this
results in repeat business as campers travel
north and south as well as extended stays
once they discover how much there is to do
in the area.
While the rebuild felt like it took forever,
in terms of such a gargantuan process it
was as swift as the creek had been the morning of May 25. By June 30 Hidden Valley RV
Park had a design plan; by Aug. 15 permits
were in process and local contractors were
in place; and on Nov. 15 the park celebrated
its grand reopening. All interested parties —
from past guests to local business operators
— were invited to an open house barbecue

Disaster Planning 101
Like this winter’s snow-and-ice storm in
Atlanta, Ga., too many people start planning
for a disaster only after they are caught offguard for the one they just suffered through,
according to Jay Zandman from ManningNozik Insurance.
Any park owner that’s been through a
disaster will tell you the key to rapid recovery is a solid plan. Zandman advises business owners to begin creating one by
assessing practical risks/events. When developing your plan, break it down into
chunks: For each emergency event on your
list, write a short, basic list of instructions
that should be followed for each emergency.
Your written plan should include contact
phone numbers of every key person in your
plan as well as emergency vendor contacts
for all equipment, the appointment of one
person to be “in charge” and a second-incommand, and pre-assignment of as many
individual tasks as possible. Have your key
people (including you) review and absorb
the plan and keep a copy at home as well as
in the office.
Zandman offers these additional suggestions to aid park owners and operators
when disaster strikes:
• Assess your risk – both internally and
externally. Which disasters will most likely
impact your business? Though major disasters dominate the headlines, most business
interruptions are caused by everyday events
such as power outages, human error and
technology failure. It is important to assess
your risk for catastrophic weather occurrences, but equally — if not more important
— to assess exposure to more commonplace risks.
• Assess your critical business functions. Evaluate and document how your
company functions and determine which
processes, employees, equipment and materials are critical for your daily operations.
Critical business functions include such
things as billing, payroll and service fulfillment. List these functions and determine a
WOODALLSCM.com

The Park Today
With the grand opening behind
them, Hidden Valley RV is still not up
to its pre-disaster occupancy, though spring
reservations look strong. Certainly some
guests have returned, but others are settled
in elsewhere for the season. “We thought
that if we built it they would come, we’d fill up
immediately,” said Mark Blaschke. “But it’s
taken a larger push on our end than we expected.” They conduct an ongoing socialmedia campaign, publish a bimonthly park
newsletter, launch press releases to both
consumer and industry press, and actively
seek out guest reviews.
“Throughout this entire process we have
kept up our enthusiasm for the project with
the assurance that this would give us the
chance to build — with our combined years
of experience — a park which would better
serve our guests with the most modern of utilities and would be appropriate for today’s
larger RVs,” he said. “We truly feel this has
been the outcome of this disaster and we are
grateful to continue to build memories for our
visitors.” —Evanne Schmarder WCM

process for restoring them in the event of an
interruption. This step includes keeping
copies of all business forms used — including company checks — along with the vendor contact for each in a safe offsite
location.
• Back up your data and plan to restore
your technology. In today’s highly technical
economy, information is more valuable than
ever. Having an automated, daily back-up
system for important data is crucial. Make
sure to store your data in an offsite, safe and
secure location, preferably 50 miles or more
from your site. Regularly verify that you are
able to retrieve your data. Outline a plan to
replace PCs, software, servers, printers and
fax machines should your office be destroyed. Additionally, take a written inventory of equipment serial numbers (office
equipment, heavy machinery, etc.). Keep
these numbers in a safe offsite location.
• Create an employee, vendor and keyclient communication plan. Create a 24hour “phone tree” for all employees and
their spouses or closest relatives. Make
sure your employees know ahead of time
how to exchange or obtain information
should standard lines of communication fail.
Also, compile a list of your critical clients
and vendors and store it in an offsite location. Determine a process for contacting
them should your systems go down.
• Review your insurance coverage. Is it
adequate? Sit down with your agent to assure that you are insured for potential risks.
Consider business interruption insurance,
which may compensate you for lost income
should you experience a disaster. Make
sure you keep photos of your building,
equipment lists and policy information
stored in a safe and secure offsite location.
Lastly, Zandman recommends pursuing
further resources, including sample disaster
plans, preparedness checklists and ways to
stay informed at the following websites:
• http://www.fema.gov
• http://sba.gov
• http://www.ready.gov
• http://www.floodsmart.gov WCM
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VENDORSCAPES
Delivering Breaking
News Directly to You! New RV Park Products: From Dog
Want to read the same extensive coverage of the outdoor
hospitality industry found in this issue of Woodall’s Campground Management — every business day?
Here’s where you’ll find it.

Washes to Ice-Vending Machines
It’s no longer a secret or surprise that the
niche of pet-centric campers has exploded
in recent seasons, and campground owners
everywhere are expanding amenities to entice and satisfy those customers.

Evolution Signature Dog Wash

Updated more than a dozen times daily, the Woodall’s Campground
Management website — www.woodallscm.com — is the “go to”
Internet news address for owners and operators of North America’s
RV parks and campgrounds, as well as executives and managers of
companies providing the industry with products and services.

NOW, we’ve made it even easier to stay current with events that
impact your workplace. When you subscribe to the WCM news feed,
we deliver Breaking News briefs directly to your email!

Subscribing is simple.
• Log on to the Woodall’s Campground Management
website at: www.woodallscm.com
• Go to the “Campground Management News Delivery”
box on the right side of the page.
• Enter your email address in the box.
• Click on the green “Go” button.
• That’s it — you’re done!
Please note: All subscriptions to woodallscm.com’s
daily email news updates are authenticated by our
subscription service. Once you enter your email address and submit the form, you will receive a verification message which requires that you respond
to it before your subscription is activated.
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One such enticement is the Evolution
Dog Wash, a coin-operated machine with
a tub wherein pet owners can place their
dogs and turn the switch to select the desired mode — whether it’s shampoo, condition, rinse, low- or high blow-drying,
even disinfectant — to get Fido sparkly
clean. “Just like a self-serve car wash,” said
Gary Sherman, owner of Evolution Dog
Wash Co. in Aspen, Colo., who is an animal lover with several years’ experience in
the mechanized dog-wash business.
While the Evolution has lately found increased popularity in venues such as laundromats, car washes, apartment complexes
and military bases, Sherman said the campground segment is also rapidly gaining momentum. “The latest statistic is that 54% of
RVers travel with their pets, so campgrounds are catering to that with things like
building dog runs and courses,” he explained. “It’s a natural progression to address the needs of that demographic with
this kind of service.”
The Evolution machine first went into a
campground in 2012 and “ it’s definitely
catching on,” said Sherman, especially in
Canada, where the machines have been operating the longest. One in Ontario was
“just over the moon” about theirs, he said,
because it provided a competitive advantage
they didn’t have before.
One place where the Evolution Dog
Wash makes a difference is keeping a dog
clean during a pastime that naturally involves getting dirty — while staying in a
confined space with limited utilities. “If
your dog is nasty and muddy, and you bring
him back in the camper, he’ll trash the place
where you all live together — and you obviously can’t wash a dog in a camper,” said
Sherman, pointing to the Evolution’s triplefiltration drainage system that’s built to handle hair and debris the way RV tanks — and
campground septic systems — can’t.
With a lease-to-own package and a high
profit margin — campgrounds can reportedly bring in as much as $10 per wash while
spending as little as $1 — Sherman said the
Evolution, offered in five models ranging
from $15,900 to $18,900, almost always
pays for itself within one year.

He said new upgrades also make it easier
than ever to run and maintain, especially for
those who have multiple properties and dog
washes to manage. The latest model features
a remote-monitoring system with a programmable logic controller and human machine interface that provides the operator
with financial information, cleaning product levels and system diagnostics through
any Internet-connected device.
For more information, visit EvolutionDogWash.com or contact Gary Sherman at
100 North 8th Street #4, Aspen, CO 81611,
(970) 930-5330 or (800) 426-0760 or
gary@evolutiondogwash.com.
*****
Wil Bernstein’s United Brochure Distributors has been in business in Nashua,
N.H., for decades, after his father, Edwin,
started it following 15 years as a campground operator. “He started in about 1970
and it’s still going. He sold his campground
in ’69 and started United Brochures Distributors in 1970 and he passed away in
2001,” Bernstein said.
“I started to work with him in the first
five years. In 1975 I was a full-time employee with him. I dropped out of college
to pursue this career of brochure distribution and going to travel shows six months
a year. That’s what I do today solely for a
living,” and it was during that career he
met his wife, Cheryl, who’s been working
with him since 1983.
They’re a regional company in the
northeastern U.S., going to about 17 shows
a year.
When he started, people “had more
money and gas wasn’t as expensive so
they’d go farther and they’d go more often.
They all had jobs or had one good
job.”Now, Bernstein said, “people have
changed their vacation destinations. They
don’t travel as much. They will buy a larger
unit and go seasonal or go shorter trips because of the cost of fuel and the economy.”
United Brochure Distributors offers a
number of marketing options in a variety
of budgets. They take brochures to the 17
shows they attend each year. For details,
call (603) 882-8615 or email ubd@comcast.net.
*****
Ice is hitting the road soon, and not in
the usual dreaded manner of this season’s
extra-cold winter. Icy Placements will
take its EKOICE (pronounced “EE-ko
Ice”) free-standing fresh-filtered ice- and
water-vending machines on an April-October RV tour to give campground owners
live demonstrations, starting in Florida and
moving up through other Southern and
Western states.
Icy Placements owner Brian Weissman
introduced the kiosk to campgrounds in
the Florida Keys and received an enthusiastic response. “That’s when I started actively to push toward campgrounds,
because I find that the machine is the perfect match for the campground environment,” he said. Today, EKOICE kiosks are
found in more than 130 campgrounds,
from state parks to KOA and Carefree franchises.
Campers can use coins, bills, credit cards
Woodall’s Campground Management

EKOICE fresh-filtered ice- and water-vending
machines by Icy Placements

or loyalty cards to get ice or water — in servings of 8 pounds and one gallon, respectively
— dispensed into their own containers or
kiosk-provided ice bags. Benefits listed include usage of 50-70% less energy than ice
coolers and online/app monitoring and
maintenance, but two big draws of the
EKOICE kiosk for campgrounds, according
to Weissman, are loss prevention — he said
many campgrounds have issues with theft of
bagged ice from their coolers — and 24/7 accessibility, which he said can lead to a sales
increase of 20-40%.
For more information, contact
EKOICE/Icy Placements’ Brain Weissman at
(727) 260-2700 or brian@ekoice.com.
*****
Marshall & Sterling Insurance is one
of the largest agencies in the U.S. and has
access to all A-rated campground insurance markets, said Irene Jones, program
and development manager for the Monticello, N.Y.-based company, which was
founded in 1864 and is a member of
Campground Owners of New York
(CONY).
Anne Backlund, their campground specialist, has owned a campground with her
husband’s family for 20 years and has been
working with Marshall & Sterling.
Jones said, “Our program is just about a
year old, but we are committed to the long
term and already within the first year we are
working with multistate operations, people
who have camps in five states or 10 states
or two states. We are able to deliver a total
package to people across the country.
“It's important when looking for insurance to not think of it as a commodity, but
to think of it as a partner that you are
working with who can help you with the
risks that you face,” she continued. “One
of the advantages with Marshall & Sterling
is that we bring a lot of safety tools to the
table, we bring a lot of education tools to
the table, like HR manuals for campground
owners, things that help them move forward, do their jobs better.
“If we can help you be safer and more
efficient and run a better business, be more
profitable, we all win together,” she said.
“That's what we want to do. We want
campgrounds to be successful today and
have their come true — pass that campground down to the net generation.”
For more information contact Backlund
at (800) 782-2926, ext. 2601, or abacklund@marshallsterling.com.
*****
Pilot Rock Park Equipment has a new
park bench with custom signage. The
bench allows campground owners to promote the campground or a special event,
WOODALLSCM.com

recognize an achievement, advertise, or
even generate revenue by selling the space.
The all-steel bench is thermoplastic,
with various color options for the coating.
The backrest includes a lockable frame
for custom signs, which can be changed as
often as needed. Three sizes are available:
Four, six or eight feet. Signs can be purchased from Pilot Rock Signs or a local
sign company.
Pilot Rock Park Equipment is designed
and manufactured in the U.S. by R.J.
Thomas Manufacturing Company Inc. of
Cherokee, Iowa, since 1959. The Pilot
Rock product line includes picnic tables,
pedestal grills, park and street site benches,
campfire rings, bike racks, trash and

New Pilot Rock Bench offers promotions

recycling receptacles and lids, lantern
poles, custom signs and more. Find them
online at www.pilotrock.com or call (712)
225-5796.
*****
Campground owners looking to simplify
and economize splash pad installation and
operation may like the new Drench Deck
system by Emerald FX LLC, which manufactures water play features including slides,
playgrounds, lazy rivers and splashgrounds.
“Drench Deck is a more affordable option to conventional splashgrounds,” said
Holly DeCaro, an Emerald FX sales and
marketing representative. “It has the deck
and mechanical system all in one, and it’s a
two- to three-day install as opposed to 90
days.” DeCaro said campground owners in-

Emerald FX-Bethpage

troduced to the Drench Deck concept at last
fall’s trade shows liked what they saw. “We
had a phenomenal outcome at every show
we took it to,” she reported.
In her experience, she said campgrounds
find splash pads to be a good entry into
water amenities or a good supplement to existing ones. “It kind of takes the load off their
pool traffic on busy days,” said DeCaro.
All of Emerald FX’s individual water play
elements can be installed in any combination on the Drench Deck according to the
campground’s design preferences and space
restrictions, and can also be exchanged or
added to in the future.
For more information, contact Emerald
FX at 502 Industrial Pkwy, Norwalk, OH
44857, (419) 663-3279, or visit www.emeraldfx.com. WCM
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GUEST VIEW

‘Wow’ Your Park Guests With Top Customer Service
David
Berg
Ever wonder what you could do to make
your park stand out? As we all know, improving customer service needs to always
be on our minds. How do you feel when
you go into a place for the first time, be it a
campground, restaurant, motel, or the local
corner store? Isn’t your first impression
what you always walk away with?
Remember that when you are the one
giving the first impression. Always be
friendly, always smile and treat the customer as you would like to be treated.
Heard all that, done all that before, right?
But these days it takes that and so much
more to “wow” a customer. Maybe it’s the
free daily newspaper you deliver to their
site each morning. This not only impresses
them, it also gives you a chance to see first

thing in the morning what your park looks
like. Is there trash on the lawn? Did someone sneak in last night?
When you give the paper away rather
than sell it in your store, you can often get
it far cheaper (sometimes even free). Also,
when you deliver the newspaper in a plastic
bag (as I have done), there is no excuse to
not have a doggie bag for pick-up purposes.
How about complimentary coffee or hot
tea each morning? It’s a great service and it
gets them into your store daily. And I put a
donation box for Maine Children’s Cancer
right above the coffee pot; it is usually
stuffed by week’s end.
Or, how about free park-wide Wi-Fi?
The price of offering this service has come
way down — and you can count on your
customers wanting or even expecting it. We
get plenty of customers who stay at our
campground just because we offer free WiFi and promote it in all our advertising. In
the long run, isn’t it better to have the customer say “Wow!” and tell their friends that
when they expected to pay for something,
it was free?
Let’s be honest: they are paying for it in
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HELP WANTED
CAMPGROUND MANAGERS
Travel Resorts of America is expanding
and is seeking both experienced and
potential managers to join our professional management team as operations managers, assistant managers or
managers in training. For more information about current and future openings, please contact Robert Bouse at

rbouse@travelresorts.com. “Have Fun,
Make Money” with an industry leader!

RV PARK SERVICES
FILL THE PARK. COM
Featuring “Inside The Park” – the
free monthly on-line magazine
with tips and ideas on getting
more guests to stay at your park!
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their nightly rates. People do not mind paying for something when they feel it has
value. Sure, a free newspaper costs you a
few cents, Wi-Fi service a few more cents
— but you can go up on your nightly rates
by one, two, three dollars, or maybe more.
Wowing the customer may cost you something, but it may fuel the best increase in
profits you have seen in many years.
Are you still charging for your showers?
There’s no reason to upset a customer who
needs quarters to take a shower; many suppliers now sell a time-released valve that
customers can push over and over again as
they wish to keep the water flowing.
What else can you do to go the extra
mile and attract the upper end customer?
Try complimentary use of the office fax or
copier — and if you are a Notary, throw that
service in, too. For example, we put in a
new computer and monitor with highspeed Internet service in our office/store
just for our customers’ use, and they love
being able to pay their bills online, check
emails or make their next reservations.
Good customer service is the lifeblood
of any business. You can offer promotions
and slash prices to bring in as many new
customers as you want, but unless you can
get some of those customers to come back,
your business won’t grow or be profitable
for long.
Good customer service is all about
bringing customers back — and about
sending them away happy enough to pass
positive feedback along to others who, in
return, may camp with you to try out the
“wow” services you offer. And they, in turn,
become repeat customers and tell others.
If you’re a good salesperson, you can sell
anything to anyone once — but it will be
your approach to customer service that determines whether or not you’ll ever be able
to sell that person anything else. The
essence of good customer service is forming
a relationship with customers — a relationship that the individual customer feels that
they would like to pursue.
How do you form that relationship? By
remembering the one true secret of good
customer service: “You will more often be
judged by what you do, not what you say.”
Providing good customer service is simple. If you truly want to have good customer service, all you have to do is ensure
that your business consistently does these
four things (plus four more, coming next
month):
Answer your phone. Get call forwarding or an answering service. Hire more staff
if you need to. But make sure that someone
is picking up the phone when someone
calls your business. There is nothing worse
than no answer.
I insist my office phone is answered on
the first or second ring. I prefer “Red Apple
Campground, this is Mike, how may I help you
please?” You are already putting customers
on notice: we want to help them to become a
happy customer. When they say thank you,
I ask staff to respond, “It is our pleasure!”
Don’t make promises unless you WILL
keep them. Reliability is one of the keys to
any good relationship, and good customer
service is no exception. If you say, “someone
will be right down to take care of that problem,” make sure that happens. If you are not
certain someone will be there immediately,
say, “I will have someone there just as fast
as I can, and thank you for bringing this to
my attention.” Think before you give any
promise, because nothing annoys customers more than a broken promise.

Listen to your customers. Put yourself
in their position. Is there anything more exasperating than telling someone what you
want or what your problem is and then discovering that the person hasn’t been paying
attention?
Let your customer talk and show them
that you are listening by making the appropriate responses, such as suggesting how
you, or they, can solve the problem.
Deal with complaints. No one likes
hearing complaints, and many of us have
developed a reflex shrug, saying, “You can’t
please all the people all the time.” Maybe
not, but if you give the complaint your full
attention, you may be able to please this
one person, this one time — and position
your business to reap the benefits of good
customer service and repeat business.
Next month I’ll give you four more tips
on excellent customer service and I’ll share
two of the things we do to really shine in
the eyes of customers.
David L. Berg has for the past 16 years
owned and operated the Red Apple Campground in Kennebunkport, Maine, and
currently serves on the Maine Campground
Owners Association (MECOA) Board of
Directors. He also represents MECOA on
the Northeast Campground Owners (NCA)
Board of Directors, and previously served
nine years on the National Association of
RV Parks and Campgrounds (ARVC) board
of directors, including two years as
chairman.
You can reach him at
Chadwick_AD_120110:Layout 1 12/1/10 1
redapple@roadrunner.com WCM

Heavy Duty
American Made
Campground
Equipment

Picnic table frames,
fire rings & grills at
competitive prices.

Call toll free or
visit our website
to receive a
free catalog.

P.O. Box 85 • Chadwick, IL 61014
Sales@Chadwickmfg.com

800.732.4602
www.Chadwickmfg.com
Woodall’s Campground Management

CAMPGROUND INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES
“Specializing in RV PARKS and
CAMPGROUNDS FOR SALE”
Over 25 Years Experience

www.rvparksforsale.com
WE SELL TO SELL AGAIN
612 Sidney Baker St. • Kerrville, Texas 78028
Phone: 830-896-5050 • Fax: 830-896-5052

QUALIFIED BUYERS WANTED!!
Florida RV Resorts, Campgrounds and Mobile Home Communities
* motivated sellers

* owner financing

11 Income Producing Properties starting at $445,000
Fortune Real Estate

Campground Brokers, we
have a 30-year proven track
record of selling parks!
•
•
•
•
•

We know the campground industry.
We help educate buyers to this industry.
We meet the buyer to remove contingencies.
We personally attend every closing.
We are available to help – before, during, and even years
after the sale!
• We promise to always tell you the truth…even if it hurts!
We would like the opportunity to help you in the same way; contact
us at 800-648-1624 or email to: info@campgroundbrokers.com

Contact the expert “FLORIDA SPECIALISTS”
www.FortuneRealEstate.com • 941-755-1339

WANTED!
RV parks with water feature (lake,
river, ocean), or near major
attraction. Prefer 200+ sites with
high number of seasonal residents,
but will consider smaller parks (with
or without water feature), if have
high seasonal occupancy in
desirable location near attractions.
Family and/or retirement. Rural or
city location. We will decide quickly
and pay all cash or structure sale
to meet your needs. We are
experienced RV park owners and
assure confidentiality. Eastern
U.S. region. Brokers welcome.
Please call us today:
518-725-2003

Don Dunton
One of America’s most experienced

Campground Brokers
ME - NH - VT - NY

BUSY December!
Two more Campgrounds
SOLD!
The BUYER’s Market is back
here in the Northeast!

The Blanco Settlement
Blanco, Texas
“Where a Day on the River is Worth a Month in Town”

140 SOLD!

Apx. 9.8 acres fronting the Blanco River
9 cabins beautifully decorated
20 RV full hook-up spots
• Pavilion • Gift Shop • 3/2 home
Computer systems with point of sale
and reservations.
Maintenance equipment

Thinking of Selling Yours?
Give us a Holler!
www.BuyaCampground.com

Don@BuyaCampground.com

$1,500,000.00

RE Broker/Campground Specialist

Hill Country Real Estate, Candy Cargill, Broker

603-755-3944 Milton, NH

830-833-4591 • www.hcrealestate.com

WOODALLSCM.com
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Boomers Changing Face of Canadian Snowbirds
A burgeoning proportion of the Canadians
who flock to Arizona each winter are snowbirds of a decidedly different feather.
The Calgary Herald reported that as Baby
Boomers in general, and Albertans of a certain vintage in particular, inch toward retirement and start cracking open those nest
eggs, they pack their hefty wallets, active
lifestyles and expensive tastes into designer
bags and wing their way south to Phoenix,
Scottsdale, Glendale and environs.
Golf, upscale restaurants, second homes
and salon coiffures have chased bingo, buffets, RVs and blue hair as the cliché snowbird
signature in the so-called Valley of the Sun
undergoes an about-face.
According to the Canadian Snowbird As-

sociation, Canadians made 895,000 visits to
Arizona in 2012 and spent $923 million, a significant bump over the 649,000 visits and $746
million plunked down in 2010.
Glendale Mayor Jerry Weiers said the
impact of those Boomer Birds has been
striking.
“Quite honestly, I don’t think you see the
granny behind the wheel at all. Sun City and
Youngtown is where you used to see most of
the Canadian visitors,” he said. “They would
buy a place (for their RV), then come down
and stay there and they would kind of stay
confined to Sun City areas.
“Those days seem to be gone. It was the
guys in their late 60s, 70s, doing the bingo thing,
playing golf and staying to themselves.” WCM

CALENDAR OF EVENTS
MARCH
6-8: Missouri Association of
RV Parks & Campgrounds
2014 Convention
Ramada Oasis
Springfield, Mo.
Contact: (660) 827-6513
7-8: Ohio Campground Owners
Association Spring Conference
& Trade Show
Embassy Suites Airport
Columbus, Ohio
Contact: (877) 787-7748
10-11: Louisiana Association
of RV Parks & Campgrounds
State Meeting
Paragon Casino Resort
Marksville, La.
Contact: (225) 752-1455
12-16: Wisconsin Association
of Campground Owners Convention
Holiday Inn Hotel & Convention Center
Stevens Point, Wis.
Contact: (608) 525-2327
20-22: 50th Northeast Conference
on Camping & Trade Show
Sturbridge Host Hotel & Conference
Center, Sturbridge, Mass.
Contact: Cyndy@campnca.com or
(860) 684-6389
24-26: ARVC Michigan
Campground Convention
& Trade Show
Double Tree by Hilton Hotel Bay City

River in Bay City, Mich.
Contact: (989) 619-2608

APRIL
4-6: Colorado Campground &
Lodge Owners Association
2014 Rocky Mountain
Campground Conference
Rocky Mountain Park Inn
Estes Park, Colo.
Register: https://civicamanagement.
wufoo.com/forms/rocky-mountaincampground-convention-exposition/
5: Maine Campground
Owners Association
Fireside Inn & Suites
Portland, Maine
Contact: (207) 782-5874
8-9 Ilinois Campground
Association State Meeting
Crazy Horse Campground
Ashland, Ill.
Contact: Andy Egolf
(217) 883-1188
16: South Dakota
Campground Owners
Association State Meeting
Outdoor Campus near Rapid City
Contact: (605) 666-4605
22-24: Arizona Association
of RV Parks & Campgrounds
Convention & Trade Show
Cliff Castle Casino-Hotel,
Camp Verde, Ariz.
Contact: Jo Ann Mickelson,
(602) 403-6196
arizonaarvc@aol.com
27-29 Texas Association of
Campground Owners Spring
Meeting and Trade Show
Inn of the Hills and Guadalupe
River RV Resort
Kerrillville, Texas
Contact: 877-343-9397

MAY
5-7: Florida/Alabama
ARVC Conference
Embassy Suites DestinMiramar Beach and Camp
Gulf RV Resort
Destin, Fla.
Contact: (850) 562-7151

SEPTEMBER
8-14: America’s Largest RV Show
Industry days: Sept. 8-9
Public days: Sept. 10-14
Giant Center
Hershey, Penn.
Contact: (888) 303-2887
www.largestRVshow.com WCM
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